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Systematic Concept Teaching 
(SCT) 

Sample Packet 
 
Sample elements from: Intelligent and Effective Learning based on the Model for Systematic 
Concept Teaching – The Systematic Concept Teaching (SCT) Approach to the Prevention and 
Remediation of Learning Difficulties. The samples included here illustrate the various types of 
learning tasks based on the principles of Systematic Concept Teaching (SCT) and the Concept 
Teaching Model (CTM):  
 
Teaching BCSs and related Basic Concepts in Preschool, Kindergarten and Grade 1 as a 
preventive measure ‒ the "Curriculum" version. This is a comprehensive proposal for 
teaching BCSs from late Preschool age (3 to 4 years of age) and Kindergarten (5 years of age) 
through First and possibly Second Grade (Elementary school, 6 to 7 years of age). It reflects a 
preventative point of view – i.e. don't wait until the child definitely seems to fall short or 
experience problems with learning and communication, but start with teaching basic prerequisites 
for learning and communication for all from early on as a preventive measure.  
 
Systematic Concept Teaching Lesson 05. Shape – A Round Shape. Lessons included in the 
SCT program provide hands-on and visual exercises divided into the three different Phases 
named according to the particular processes represented in each of the 3 Phases. Phase 1: 
Selective Association (or learning associations), Phase 2: Selective Discrimination (learning 
discriminations), and Phase 3: Selective Generalization (discovering and verbalizing similarities 
[and differences]).  
 
Home Practice Worksheet for A Round Shape – Most of the Lessons included in the SCT 
program include a Home Practice Worksheet that provides parents with a way to encourage and 
further help their student develop the conceptual knowledge and skills they have been learning.  
 
Analytic Coding Exercises focused around the theme of Dolphins – The Analytic Coding 
Exercises included in the SCT program provide a variety of Mind Mapping, Comparison  
(Similarities/Differences Exercises) and Questions focused on conceptual knowledge and related 
activities. These are used to help students apply the knowledge and skills of Analytic Coding to 
further their learning skills.    
 
BCS Poster No. 1 – Included in the SCT program are five posters that illustrate the 23 Basic 
Conceptual Systems (BCS) covered by the CTM Lessons together with a text based poster of the 
targeted BCS. 
 



Speech Sound and Letter Training Worksheet for “b” – The individual Speech Sound and 
Letter Training worksheets included in the SCT program provide students with practice in 
discriminating and identifying the specific speech sounds and the graphemes of English.  
 
Letter Description and Pronunciation guide sheet for the letter “a” – The individual Letter 
Description and Speech Sound Pronunciation guides included in the SCT program provide a 
vehicle for helping students learn to accurately describe the shape of letters together with 
assisting them to learn to accurately describe the production of specific sounds in English. 



Teaching BCSs and related basic concepts in Preschool, Kindergarten and 
Grade 1 as a preventive measure ‒ the "Curriculum" version 

Words denoting 
Basic Conceptual 

Systems 

Institution/grade Words denoting 
relevant Basic Concepts 

Comments 

1. Color

Please notice: The 
concepts “completely 
similar/-alike” and 
“similar in” should 
be taught before 
starting with tasks in 
phase 3: Selective 
generalization of the 
Concept Teaching 
Model, cf. Chapter 3 
and the subchapter 
"Phase 3 of the CTM: 
Selective Generalization 
or  discovering and 
verbalizing partial 
similarities.” 

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Red, blue, green, yellow, 
brown, black, white. 

Drawing-pad. 
Crayons, etc.  

Colors – inside and 
outside, included 
changes in color 
that occur in nature 
during the various 
seasons.  

Note: Even if BCS-
Change in … is 
listed as BCS # 19, 
the application of it 
already starts from 
BCS-Color.  

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Teaching of more colors, 
e.g. pink, violet/purple
and orange. Also
repetition of learned
colors in varying contexts.

Mixing colors – 
observe and talk 
about how they 
change. 

2. Shape Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Straight line, round, 
curved/bowed, triangular, 
four-sided, cubic, 
spherical 

Various materials. 
Shapes found or 
made inside and 
outside. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Teaching of circular, oval, 
conical, cylindrical shape 
etc. Also repetition of 
previously taught 
concepts by application in 
various contexts, or 
possibly by means of the 
Concept Teaching Model, 
if regarded as necessary.  

Possible repetition and further 
elaboration of Shape as a 

Shape concepts 
suitable for 
describing letters 
and numbers are 
repeated, especially 
in connection with 
teaching reading, 
writing and 
mathematics. 



Basic Conceptual System via 
various applications cf. the 
inventory of Basic Conceptual 
Systems above and in Chapter 
4. 

3. Position Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Horizontal, vertical 
diagonal/slanting/sloping, 

standing, lying, sitting, 
kneeling, etc. 

The first three concepts 
must be taught via the 
Concept Teaching Model 

Plumb with a string 
attached for 
demonstrating 
vertical position 
and a bottle with 
colored water for 
demonstrating 
horizontal position 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Horizontal, vertical, 
diagonal/slanting, 

Repetition of the other 
concepts by application in 
varying contexts. 

Repeated in 
connection with 
teaching reading, 
writing and 
mathematics. 

4. Place (in relation 

to something else) 
with reference to 
spatial orientation  

 

and  

 

Place (in relation to 
something else) with 
reference to temporal 
orientation 

 

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Place on, under, over, 
between, in front of, after, 
behind, first, last. 

Repeated in 
connection with 
teaching reading, 
writing and 
mathematics, etc. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

 

Place on, under, over, first 
and after/next in a row or 
sequence (with reference 
to both spatial and 
temporal orientation) 
beside/by the side of, to 
the left of, to the right of. 

Also repetition of other 
concepts and further 
elaboration of Place as a 
Basic Conceptual System 
via various applications. 

Application of learned 
concepts as tools for 
teaching in varying 
contexts. 

 



5. Sizes Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Large and small in size. 
(larger, smaller, largest, 
smallest).  

Height and Length. 

Tall (large in height, Short 
(small in height). (Taller, 
shorter, tallest, shortest). 

Objects etc. which 
differ in sizes; 
height and length, 
cf. lesson 11 on the 
SCTR website: Size 
– "Large height  
(tall) in relation to". 

 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

 

Repetition of sizes such as 
height and length, plus 
introduction/presentation 
of other subsystems 
within Sizes; 
width/breadth and depth. 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 
Sizes as a Basic 
Conceptual System via 
various applications of 
concepts. 

Height and length 
are relevant for 
descriptions of 
letters and 
numbers, etc. 

6. Direction Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Up/upwards, down/ 
downwards, from the 
right to the left, from the 
left to the right. 

Cf. the lesson 37 on 
the SCTR website: 
"Direction - from 
the left to the 
right“. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition of concepts 
plus introduction of more 
concepts such as 
forwards, backwards, 
alongside/beside, inwards, 
outwards, in/into, out of, 
toward, away from. 

 

Compass directions: to 
the North, South, East 
and West. 

 

Up/upwards, 
down/ downwards, 
from the left to the 
right, from the right 
to the left are 
repeated in 
connection with 
teaching reading, 
writing and 
mathematics, 
among other things 
because they are 
important as tools 
when teaching how 
to write/form 
letters and 
numbers. 



7.  Number Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

(Group) Large/small 
number in relation to… 

 

 

Groups of one, two, 
three, four, five (possibly 
larger numbers). The total 
number in a group 
(cardinal number) is 
found by counting and 
then being named by 
numbers as well as 
symbolized by numerals 
(written numeric symbols, 
e.g. 1, 2, 3, etc.). 

 

Changing the number in a 
group: 

 

Increasing the number of 
a group by adding one 
more, two more, etc. 

 

Decreasing the number in 
a group by subtracting 
(taking away) one, two, 
etc. 

Cf. lesson 8 on the 
SCTR website: 
"General – In a 
group".  

Cf. lesson 18 on the 
SCTR website: 
"Number – number 
3". In this program 
five proposed 
counting strategies 
for finding 
numbers are listed 
(regarding the 
cardinal aspect): (1) 
counting while 
moving, (2) 
counting while 
touching, (3) 
counting while 
pointing., (4) 
counting while 
nodding, and (5) 
counting while only 
looking at… 

It is also important 
to help children 
learn to count by 
heart, e.g. from one 
to ten, from ten to 
twenty, etc. There 
are a lot of 
fairytales which 
imply counting that 
is suitable for this 
purpose. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition of concepts 
related to number and 
further elaboration of 
number as a Basic 
Conceptual System via 
various applications, also 
the concept of ones and 
tens, more of addition 
and subtraction, and the 
positional system, etc. 

Numerals (numeric 
symbols) for 
cardinal numbers 
and for ordinal 
numbers 
symbolizing “place 
in a row or 
sequence” – e.g. (1) 
1st, (2) 2nd, (3) 3rd 
etc. 



 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 
concepts related to 
Number – BCS. 

Symbols for 
mathematical 
operations 

(+, -) 

and relational 
symbols, such as 

(> = < ). 

8. Sound ‒ Speech 
sound/phoneme  

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

”Sounds” in general: 
Strong, weak, low in 
pitch/deep, high in 
pitch/high etc. 

Sounds in nature: sounds 
made by animals, the 
sound of birds singing, 
the sound of the wind 
blowing, etc. 

The concept ”Speech 
sound” (phoneme) in 
spoken words. Learning 
to decide which speech 
sounds that words start 
with (that occur first in a 
spoken word). 

Sounds in the near 
surroundings, 
sounds from 
instruments, 
clapping, knocking 
sounds, etc. 

 

 

Cf. lesson 25 on the 
SCTR website: 
"Speech sound”. 

Cf. lesson 26 on the 
SCTR website: 
"Place - first in a 
sequence in relation 
to …". 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 
relevant concepts in 
varying contexts. 

Developing awareness 
about the fact that speech 
sounds can be symbolized 
by letters. 

Learning to decide which 
speech sounds that words 
start with (occur first in a 
spoken word) and which 
speech sounds come next 
in the sequence of sounds 
in words. 

Usually the formal 
teaching of the 
associations 
between a (1a) 
speech sound and 
its (1b) articulation, 
on the one hand, 
and the (2) letter, 
on the other hand, 
takes place in 
kindergarten and 
grade 1? (often 
inadequately 
referred to as 

letter-sound 
correspondence). 



(Developing awareness 
about the fact that the 
articulation of each 
speech sound can be 
“felt” in the mouth while 
simultaneously heard in 
the ear, and learning to 
apply this insight as a 
strategy to break a word 
into its separate sounds). 

Learning that reading in 
the first stage might be 
explained as ”saying the 
speech sounds 
(symbolized by the letters) 
without stopping between 
them, in order to hear 
which word it makes” 

Cf. lesson 27 on the 
SCTR website: 
"Place right after … 
". 

9. Surface 
Pattern/design  

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Dotted/spotted, striped, 
checkered, flowered 
(surface) pattern 

Fabrics with 
different patterns 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Possible repetition and 
further development of 
(Surface) Pattern / Design 
as a BCS in varying 
contexts. 

 

10. Use or Function Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

The teachers/staff talk 
about the use or function 
of things as part of 
ordinary/every day 
conversations. What 
objects are usually used 
for – used to draw with, 
drink from, play with, sit 
on, eat with, etc. 

Cup, glass, pencil, 
scissors, toys, etc. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of Use 
as a Basic Conceptual 
System via various 
applications. 

 



11. (Kinds of) 
Substances/  
Materials 

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Wood, paper, plastic, 
glass, fabric, leather, metal 
substance 

Things/objects 
made of glass, 
metal, plastic, 
wood, etc. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and teaching of 
more concepts belonging 
to Substances / Materials 
– Kinds of – as a Basic 
Conceptual System, e.g. 
different kinds of metal. 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 
Substances / Materials – 
Kinds of – BCS. 

 

12. Surface 
properties of 
Substances/ 
Materials 

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Smooth, rough, matt, 
shiny/glossy surface. 

Things/objects 
made of glass, 
metal, plastic, 
wood, etc. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
situations and teaching of 
more concepts within the 
BCS in question, such as 
sanded, polished, painted, 
varnished, lacquered, etc. 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 

Surface Properties of 
Substances / Materials 
Attributes of the Surface 
– BCS. 

 

13. Physical 
properties of 
Substances/ 
Materials 

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Hard/firm, soft, 
breakable, liquid, heavy, 
light substance. 

Cotton, metal, 
wooden sticks, 
modelling clay, etc. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and teaching of 
more concepts such as 
firm, elastic, inelastic, 
transparent, etc. 

 



Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 

Substances / Materials ––
Physical properties of ... – 
BCS. 

14. Weight Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Heavy or light in weight 
compared to something 
else, e.g. a pencil or a box 
of paints, etc. 

Weighing of objects. 

For instance, the 
application of 1 kilogram 
(1000 g) as a weight unit 
(different kinds of things 
weighing 1 kilo are 
presented). 

The children are 
invited to compare 
two sets of objects 
– a set of objects 
that are heavy 
versus a set of 
objects that are 
light. Make 
arrangements to 
help the children 
detect and verbalize 
the fact that there 
need not be a firm 
and exact 
correlation between 
size and weight, e.g. 
the weight and size 
of a little plumb 
made of lead 
compared to the 
size and weight of a 
larger ball of yarn, 
etc. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and teaching of 
more concepts belonging 
to Weight as a Basic 
Conceptual System, e.g. 
Kg, hg, g etc. 

Weighing and comparing 
the different weights of 
objects. The weight of 
children. 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and further 
elaboration of Weight as a 
Basic Conceptual system. 

 



15. Temperature Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Cold/low and warm/high 
Temperature as related 

to …, cool, freezing cold, 
boiling hot, lukewarm. 

Water and other 
liquids and things 
outside and inside 
with different 
temperatures. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and teaching of 
more concepts such as 
degrees of heat and cold, 
etc. Learning to determine 
the number of centigrade 
and degrees of Fahrenheit 
by means of measuring 
devices. 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 
Temperature as a Basic 
Conceptual system. 

Measuring devices. 

16. Smell Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Pleasant/nice and 
unpleasant/nasty smalls, 
smells from nature, the 
smell of different kinds of 
food, the small of 
different kinds of fruit, 
e.g. apple-taste, orange-
taste. 

The immediate 
surroundings. Food 
including fruit. 

 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and further 
elaboration of Smell as a 
Basic Conceptual System, 
e.g. the smell of gasoline, 
the smell of rotten plants, 
etc. 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 

Smell as a Basic 
Conceptual System 

The immediate 
surroundings. 

17. Taste Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Sour, sweet, salty Taste, 
apple-taste, orange-taste. 

Food including 
fruit for tasting. 



Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and further 
elaboration of Taste as a 
Basic Conceptual System, 
e.g. bitter, meat-taste, 
lemon-taste, etc. 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and further 
elaboration of Taste as a 
Basic Conceptual System. 

 

18. Time Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Day, night, morning, 
afternoon, evening, the 
seasons: Summer, 
Autumn/Fall, Winter and 
Spring. 

 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and teaching of 
more concepts such as the 
days of the week, the 
months of the year 
(January, February, 
March, etc.), year, the 
present (time), present 
tense, the past (time), past 
tense, the future (time), 
future tense. 

Learning to tell time. 

Possible repetition in 
varying contexts and 
further elaboration of 
Time as a Basic 
Conceptual System. 

The natural 
surroundings. 

Parts of day and 
night, the seasons. 

Hour glass, 
stopwatch, 
calendar. 

 

19. Change in color, 
shape, size, position, 
place, surface 
pattern, etc.  

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

In color, in shape, in 
position, in place(ment), 
in number, in 
temperature, in time: e.g. 
the seasons, the parts of 
day and night, etc. 

The natural 
surroundings – 
changes in color. 

Changing color by 
mixing colors 
together. 

To boil water. What 
happens to water 
when the 
temperature sinks 



below the freezing 
point? 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

Possible repetition in 
varying contexts of 
Changes in color, shape 
number, pattern, 
direction, etc. 

Possible repetitions and 

further elaboration of 
Change in... as a Basic 
Conceptual System. 

Measuring the 
height of the 
children. 

20. Speed/ 
Movement 

Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

 

Fast (high speed), slow 
(low speed) (faster, 
fastest, slower, slowest) in 
relation to … 

Toy cars etc. 
Observations of 
real cars driving, 
airplanes in the air, 
birds flying, people 
walking, running, 
cycling. 

Children and 
physical activities. 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

 

Repetition in varying 
contexts and teaching of 
more concepts such as 
increasing speed 
/accelerating speed, 
decreasing speed/ 
decelerating. 

Possible repetition and 
further elaboration of 
Speed as a Basic 
Conceptual System, e.g. 
the speed of cars in terms 
of xx kilometer per hour, 
the wind blowing/moving 
with a speed of xx knots 
per hour/meter per 
second. Names of wind 
forces; Light breeze, 
moderate gale, storm, etc. 

 



21. Value/ Worth Preschool (4-year old 
students) 

Right – wrong 
evaluations. The value of 
money. 

 

Kindergarten and First 
grade students 
(Elementary school) 

 

Right – wrong 
evaluations. The value of 
money. 

Possible further 
elaborations of Value as a 
Basic Conceptual system. 
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Systematic Concept Teaching Lesson 5. 

Shape - A Round Shape 

All students with learning difficulties do not necessarily need the large number of 

examples and situations shown in the full sample of the SCT lesson for teaching "Round 

Shape," to learn "Round Shape" to a verbally conscious, generalized and transferable level. 

On the other hand, some students with more extensive intellectual disabilities might need 

more of the same kind of examples and situations. 

For example, some students may only need to interact in a few situations with concrete 

and then pictured items having a round shape during Phase 1, Selective Association – 

Simplified Opening Tasks, before they can independently answer what shape a particular 

thing has by verbally stating that it has a round shape. Other students may require repeated 

exposure to a more extensive variety of objects and pictured items before they can identify 

and verbalize the key feature taught without assistance. The teachers should keep in mind that 

mastery of each section of an SCT lesson implies that the student will be able to demonstrate 

the specific targeted skills across a variety of materials within the given tasks. It is vital that 

teachers understand the purpose of each of the section tasks and make sure that the stimulus 

items they have collected or created, fit with the overall goal of that task.  

The teachers should prepare ahead of time by having a sufficient number of materials 

available to meet the specific interaction needs of each group of students. Most of the items 

used during Phase 1 of the SCT lesson, like concrete objects, photographs, and markers, 

modeling clay, etc., can be readily used in other ways in the different Phases of a lesson. A 

review of the tasks and stimulus items from a premade SCT lesson can provide a variety of 

examples of individual objects and groups of objects within the different section tasks for 

teachers to use as a model for building their own lessons.     

Finally, as a general rule, the relation between the number of tasks in a complete SCT 

lesson should be approximately 60% of the tasks devoted to the work in Phase 1, with Phase 2 

and Phase 3 each containing about 20% of the remaining tasks. For example, in a given lesson 

of ten tasks, the student would participate in six activities during Phase 1, two activities in 

Phase 2 followed by two more activities in Phase 3, cf. The Teacher's manual for SCT … 

subchapter 3.9. Balancing an appropriate number and tasks in each Phase when making 

your lessons.
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01 
Selective Association 

02 
Selective Discrimination 

03 
Selective Generalization 

03 Preliminary 

Tasks are presented in order to facilitate the 
student’s ability to associate a given 
conceptual label with the properties that 
define a category. 
Learning associations.

When asked what shape a key item has, the student will be able to associate the conceptual label “a round shape” 
with that key object by verbalizing the phrase “it has a round shape”.

When asked what shape each of several items has, the student will be able to associate the conceptual label “a round 
shape” with each object by verbalizing the phrase “it has a round shape”.

When asked to create something that has a round shape as one of its properties, the student will be able to produce 
something with a round shape and verbalize that property with the phrase “it has a round shape”.

When asked to identify which object in a group has a round shape, the student will be able to point to the object in the 
group that has a round shape as one of its properties. 

When asked to identify which picture in a group has a round shape, the student will be able to point to the picture in 
the group that has a round shape as one of its properties. 

When asked to identify the part of an item that has a round shape, the student will be able to point to the part of an 
object or picture that has a round shape. 

When asked to identify something in the school, home or community that has a round shape, the student will be able 
to point to or name the item and verbalize that it has a round shape.

When asked if a pair of items are completely similar, the student will be able to identify the similarities that the two 
objects or pictures share and label these similarities with the phrase “these items are completely similar”. 

When asked how a pair of items are similar, the student will be able to identify the partial similarity that the two objects 
or pictures share and label this partial similarity with the phrase “these items are similar in having a round shape”.

When asked how a group of items are similar, the student will be able to identify the partial similarity that each group 
of objects or pictures share and label this partial similarity with the phrase “these items are similar in having a round 
shape” or “these items are similar in having a part with a round shape”.

When asked to identify which items in a pictured group are similar in having a round shape, the student will be able to 
point to the correct items in the group that have a round shape as one of their properties.

Tasks are presented in order to facilitate  
the student’s ability to identify items that 
do/do not share the properties that define a 
member of a category. 
Learning differences.

Tasks are presented in order to reinforce the 
student’s understanding of the concepts of 
partial similarity and complete similarity.

Tasks are presented in order to facilitate 
the student’s ability to identify the partial 
similarity that items in a conceptual 
system share and verbalize this similarity 
using specific conceptual vocabulary

1



PHASE 01

Process / Materials / Procedure & Dialogue  /

© Hansen, A., Morgan, K. 2018

Several simple round shapes of cardboard, 
plastic or other material.

T: The Teacher holds up a piece with a round shape, gives the student a similar piece. Using the example of the blue 
circle pictured to the left, the Teacher says and models,

“Today we’re going to learn about a special kind of shape. 
Trace	your	finger	along	the	edge	of	this	shape	all		the	way	around	it	like	this.“	

The Teacher traces around the edge of the round shape.

S:	The	student	traces	their	finger	along	the	edge	of	her/his	piece.

T: The Teacher points to the round shape and says,
“This shape is curved all the way around and has no corners or straight line shapes along the edges so 
it has a round shape. Please look at your shape and say with me, 
‘It has a round shape’.”

S: and T: “It has a round shape.” 

T: The Teacher responds,
“You listened well and remembered that I said that it has a round shape. Good looking and listening. 
We know that if this shape is curved all the way around and has no corners or straight line shapes along the 
edges, we can say that it has a round shape. 

While holding up the round shape the Teacher asks,
“What shape does this piece have? “ 

S: The student looks at the shape and replies,
“It has a round shape.”

T: The Teacher responds,
“You listened well and remembered that I said that it has a round shape. 
Good looking and listening.”

Reinforce the student throughout this program with positive and guiding feedback.

Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 01 
Simplified	Opening	Tasks

Tasks are presented in order to 
facilitate the student’s ability to 
associate a given conceptual label 
with	the	properties	that	define	a	
category. 
Learning associations.
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Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 01 
Simplified	Opening	Tasks
continued

Tasks are presented in order to 
facilitate the student’s ability to 
associate a given conceptual label 
with	the	properties	that	define	a	
category. 
Learning associations.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	each	object/
shape/letter/numeral	when	talking
with the student.

More simple round shapes made of cardboard, 
plastic or other material that include circles, 
ellipses,	ovals	and	egg	shapes	of	different	sizes	
and colors.

Continue the teaching dialogue using the same basic principles with additional round shapes made of cardboard, 
plastic	or	other	material	that	include	circles,	ellipses,	ovals	and	egg	shapes	of	different	sizes	and	colors.	

T: The Teacher continues the teaching dialogue using additional round shaped pieces of paper, cardboard, plastic or 
other material. While holding up another round shape the Teacher says,

“Look at this shape. 
Trace	your	finger	all	around	the	edge	of	this	shape.	
Because this shape is curved all the way around and has no corners or straight line shapes along the edges, 
we	can	say	that	it	has	a	round	shape	just	like	the	first	round	piece.
What	shape	does	this	object	have?“

S: The student looks at the shape and replies, 
“It has a round shape.“  

T: The Teacher responds,
“You listened well and looked carefully at this shape and saw that it is curved all the way around and has no 
corners or straight line shapes along the edges, so we can say that it has a round shape. 
Good looking and listening.”

Note: It	is	extremely	important	that	the	student	look	at	the	examples	of	groups	of	objects	that	have	a	triangle
shape	at	the	same	time	as	s/he	is	hearing	the	phrase	“having	a	round	shape”	and	as	s/he	is	saying	the	phrase	
themselves.	Remember	that	the	student	is	just	beginning	to	form	the	concept	of	“having	a	round	shape”	mentally	
and needs to verbally label all of the learning examples to help form the mental image and associated conceptual 
vocabulary.
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Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 02 
More Complex Tasks

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	objects	when
talking with the student. The use
of	the	term	object	is	only	meant
as a reference point for sample
dialogue purposes.

More association tasks of the same kind, 
using	objects	that	have	a	round	shape	(	circle,	
ellipse, oval, egg shaped ). 
Examples: coin, button, small plate, round lid, 
round candies, etc.

T:	The	Teacher	places	several	objects	with	a	round	shape	in	front	of	the	student.	Using	the	example	of	the	penny	(coin)	
pictured on the left, the Teacher says,

“Look	at	this	penny	(coin).	
Watch	while	I	trace	my	finger	along	the	edge	of	the	penny	(coin).”

The	Teacher	traces	a	finger	all	along	the	edge	of	the	penny	(coin)	and	says,
“You	can	trace	your	finger	along	the	edge	of	this	penny	(coin)*	and,	because	it	curves	or	bends	all	he	way	
around, we can say it has a round shape. 

While	pointing	at	the	penny	(coin)*the	Teacher	says,	
“Look	at	this	penny	(coin)*.	
What	shape	does	this	part	(or	edge)	of	the	penny	(coin)*	have?“	

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	penny	(coin)	and	replies,	
“It has a round shape.” 

T:	While	pointing	at	the	penny	(coin)	the	Teacher	says,
“You	listened	well	and		looked	carefully	at	this	penny	(coin)	and	saw	that,	because	this	edge	curves	or	bends	
all the way around, it has a round shape. 
Good looking and listening.

Continue	the	teaching	dialogue	using	the	same	basic	principles	with	additional	objects	that	have	a	round	shape	
(	circle,	ellipse,	oval,	egg	shaped	).	Begin	with	items	that	have	a	clear,	consistent	round	shape	and	then	introduce	items	
with variations in thickness, color, surface patterns, etc. The systematic variation of irrelevant features and properties, 
while keeping “a round shape” as the constant similarity, will help the student to focus on and more easily associate 
the	conceptual	vocabulary	of	“a	round	shape”	with	the	relevant	partial	similarity	between	the	different	items.

Note: It	is	extremely	important	that	the	student	looks	at	the	examples	of	the	objects	that	have	a	curved	line	shape	at	
the same time as they are hearing the phrase “a round shape” and as they are saying the phrase themselves. Remem-
ber	that	the	student	are	just	beginning	to	form	the	concept	of	“a	round	shape”	mentally	and	need	to	verbally	label	all	of	
the learning examples to help form the mental image and associated conceptual vocabulary.
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Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 02 
More Complex Tasks

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	category	name	of	the
shape when talking with the
student. The use of the term shape
is only meant as a reference point
for sample dialogue purposes.

Whiteboard and dry erase markers of various 
colors. This can also be done using markers or 
crayons and paper.

T: The Teacher takes some dry erase markers and goes to the whiteboard. Using the example of the red circle pictured 
to the left, the Teacher takes a red marker and says,

“Watch	while	I	draw	a	round	shape	(circle,	ellipse,	oval,	egg	shaped)	on	the	whiteboard.”

The	Teacher	then	draws	a	circle	on	the	whiteboard	using	a	red	colored	marker	(or	crayon	on	paper)	and	describes	the	
shape	as	he/she	is	drawing	it	saying,

“To make a round shape I need to make a curved line shape all the way around with no corners or straight 
line shapes like this. 
I made a round shape.”

While	pointing	at	the	circle	that	he/she	has	drawn,	the	Teacher	asks,
“What shape does this drawing have?”

S: The student looks at the red circle and replies,
“It has a round shape.“  

T: The Teacher responds,
 “You listened well and looked carefully at this shape and saw that it curves or bends all the way around the 
edge, so we can say that it has a round shape. 
Good looking and listening.

The Teacher then says,
“Watch while I draw more round shapes on the whiteboard.”

The	Teacher	continues	the	teaching	dialogue	using	the	same	basic	principles	with	additional		round	shapes	(circle,	
ellipse,	oval,	egg	shaped)	on	the	whiteboard	using	various	colored	markers	(or	crayons	on	paper)	and	describing	the	
shapes	as	he/she	is	drawing.
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Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 02 
More Complex Tasks
continued

Tasks are presented in order to 
facilitate the student’s ability to 
associate a given conceptual label 
with	the	properties	that	define	a	
category. 
Learning associations.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	category	name	of	the
object/shape/letter/numeral
groups when talking with the
student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	picture	of	an	object	that	has	a	round	shape.	Using	the	example	of	the	cracker	
pictured on Slide 03 to the left, the Teacher and says,

“Look at this picture. 
What shape does this cracker have?“ 

S: The student looks at the picture of the cracker and replies, 
“It has a round shape.” 

T:  If needed, the Teacher can use the dialogue from the previous activity saying,
“Look this picture of a cracker. 
You	can	trace	your	finger	along	the	edge	of	this	cracker	and,	because	it	curves	all	the	way	around	and	has	
no	corners	or	straight	line	shapes	on	it,	we	can	say	that	it	has	a	round	shape	just	like	the	shapes	we	saw		
before.
What shape does this cracker have?“

S: The student looks at the picture of the cracker and replies, 
“It has a round shape.” 

T: While pointing at the picture of the cracker the Teacher says, 
“You listened well and looked carefully at this cracker and saw that it is curved all the way around and has  
no corners or straight line shapes along the edges, so we can say that it has a round shape. Good looking 
and listening.

Continue the teaching dialogue using the same basic principles with additional pictures. It is important to use a variety 
of pictures of things that have a round shape. Continue until you feel that the student are able to more spontaneously 
associate the label “a round shape” with the pictured items.

Note: It	is	extremely	important	that	the	student	looks	at	the	examples	of	the	objects	that	have	a	curved	line	shape	at	
the	same	time	as	s/he	is	hearing	the	phrase	“a	round	shape”	and	as	s/he	are	saying	the	phrase	themselves.	
Remember	that	the	student	is	just	beginning	to	form	the	concept	of	“a	round	shape”	mentally	and	needs	to	verbally	
label all of the learning examples to help form the mental image and associated conceptual vocabulary.

More association tasks using individual pictures 
of items having a round shape.

6
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Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 03
Self - Production Tasks

Whiteboard	and	different	color	dry	erase	
markers. This can also be done using crayons 
or markers on paper.

T: Continue the teaching dialogue using dry erase markers to draw round shapes on a whiteboard. Using the exampl  
of	the	green	round	shape	pictured	to	the	left,	the	Teacher	takes	some	different	color	dry	erase	markers	and	says,	

“Watch while I draw a round shape on the whiteboard”.

The Teacher then draws a simple round shape on the whiteboard. 
Intervention Note: If needed, the Teacher can again demonstrate drawing a round on the whiteboard using a colored 
marker	(or	marker	or	crayon	on	paper),	using	the	language	from	Section	02	to	describe	the	shape	as	he/she	is	drawing	
it saying,

“To make a round shape I need to make a curved line shape all the way around with no corners or straight 
line shapes like this.  
Now	I	want	you	to	come	to	the	board	and	draw	(or	trace)	some	differentof	round	shapes	for	me.	
Make	sure	they	have	different	colors	and	different	sizes.”

S: The student comes to the board and draws several round shapes on the whiteboard. 

T: After the student has completed their drawing, the Teacher points to one of the shapes and asks,
“What shape does your drawing have?” 

S:		The	student	looks	at	their	project	and	replies,
“It has a round shape.”

T: While pointing at the drawing, the Teacher responds,
“You are right.
You listened well and very carefully drew a round shape. 
Good remembering and drawing.”

Intervention Note: If the student struggle with creating a round shape, the teacher can use a dot to dot format to help 
the	student	learn	how	to	create	the	shape.	Simply	place	a	line	of	dots	on	the	board	in	a	configuration	that	lends	itself	
to the creation of a round shape, and have the student connect the dots in a sequence to create various round shapes. 
If needed, a light colored marker can be used to highlight a track that the student can use to trace a round shape. If 
this	is	still	too	difficult,	the	student	can	be	given	a	template	or	stencil	to	trace	various	round	shapes	on	a	whiteboard	or	
piece of paper.
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Engage the student in self-production tasks
using markers, paint, colored pencils, 
modeling	clay	(Playdoh),	pipe	cleaners,	paper,	
the	student’s	own	fingers,	etc.

The	student	is	asked	to	create	something	that	has	a	round	shape,	as	well	as	verbally	label	their	project	as	having	a
round shape.

T: The Teacher says,
“I want you to make something that has a round shape.”

After	the	student	has	completed	their	project,	the	Teacher	asks,
“What	shape	does	your	project	have?”

S:	The	student	looks	at	their	project	and	replies,
“It has a round shape.”

If the student can’t seem to make something on their own, you can suggest activities such as the following:

• Draw/paint	me some Easter eggs that have a round shape.
• Draw/paint	me	a	page	of	round	shapes	that	are	all	different	colors	and	sizes.
• Draw/paint me some balloons that have a round shape.
• Draw/paint me a page of someone blowing bubbles that all have a round shape.
• Draw/paint me a picture of a caterpillar or snowman that is made up of round shapes.

• Make	a	round	shape	by	placing	all	your	fingertips	against	the	tip	of	your	thumb.	You	can	also	do	this	activity
by	placing	the	tip	of	your	index	or	middle	finger	against	the	tip	of	your	thumb.
What	shape	does	the	opening	between	the	thumb	and	your	finger(s)	have	when	you	put	the	tips	together?

• Here are some pipe-cleaners. Could you please bend them and attach the ends together so that they form
a round shape?  What shape have you made with the pipe-cleaner?

• I	want	you	to	make	some	round	shape	cookies	out	of	clay	(Playdoh).
• I	want	you	to	make	a	bracelet	out	of	clay	(Playdoh).

Another	possibility	is	that	the	Teacher	could	ask	two	or	three	children	to	lie	down	on	the	floor	and	together	
form a round shape with their bodies. 

Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 03
Self - Production Tasks
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Review of the terms for the concept “a round 
shape” verbally with the Teacher, facilitating 
the	student’s	development	of	inner	verbalization	
from	outer	verbalization	(Hansen,	2006).	This	
activity can be done individually or with a group 
of students.

T: The Teacher places something in front of the student that has a round shape and says,

a.  “Look at this item and with your regular voice say with me,
	 ‘It	has	a	round	shape’.	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)
Optional	visual	cues:	You	can	use	an	optional	visual	cueing	system	to	help	the	student	remember	what	kind	of	voicing	
to use during the 3 sections of this activity. For section a., you would give the following directions,
  “Put your left hand on your throat. 
	 (The	Teacher	models	putting	his/her	left	hand	on	their	throat	for	the	student.)
 Now look at this item and with your regular voice say with me,
 ‘It has a round shape’.”

b.  Now whisper, 
	 ‘It	has	a	round	shape’.	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)
Optional	visual	cues:	For	section	b.,	you	would	give	the	following	directions,
  “Now make a ‘whisper cone’ with your hands. 
(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student	putting	2	hands	together	in	front	of	their	mouth	to	make	a	small	megaphone.)
 Now whisper, 
 ‘It has a round shape’.”

c.  Now say it in your mind using your inner voice,
 ‘It has a round shape’. 
	 You	can	move	your	lips,	but	don’t	make	any	sound.”	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)
Optional	visual	cues:	For	section	c.,	you	would	give	the	following	directions,
	 	“Put	one	finger	on	your	lips	and	one	finger	on	your	head.	
(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student	by	putting	one	finger	on	their	lips	in	the	traditional	“sh”or	“quiet”	position	and	one	
finger	on	top	of	their	head.)
	 Now	say	it	in	your	brain	/	mind	using	just	your	inner	voice.
 ‘It has a round shape’.”
 You can move your lips, but don’t make any sound.”

Optional	section	d.	It	is	fun	to	use	either	an	electric	megaphone	that	alters	the	student	voices	or	a	non-electric	echo	
microphone	for	a	final	voicing	of	the	phrase.	
	 	“Hold	the	megaphone	/	microphone	in	front	of	your	mouth.	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)
 Now look at this item and with your regular voice say,
 ‘It has a round shape’.”

Phase 01 
Selective Association 

Section 03
Self - Production Tasks
continued

* Throughout this lesson, use the 
specific	name	of	each	item	when	
talking with the student. The use of 
the	term	object/shape/letter/
numeral is only meant as a 
reference point for sample dialogue 
purposes. 
An example would be: 
“Look at this cookie and with your 
regular voice say with me, ‘It has a 
round shape’.” 
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Discrimination tasks using three to four 
individual geometric shapes of which only one 
has a round shape.

T: The Teacher shows the student a group of various geometric shapes of which only one has a round shape. Using the 
example of the geometric shapes pictured to the left, the Teacher says,

“Let’s look carefully at these shapes. 
Point to the one that has a round shape.”

S: The student points to the blue circle.

T: The Teacher responds, 
 “You are right. I like the way you listened well and remembered that if the shape is curved all the way around 
and has no corners or straight line shapes along the edges, we can say that it has a round shape. 
You are really using your eyes and your brain well. 
Good thinking and good work.”

Intervention Note: Throughout the Phase 2 section, if needed, have the student describe each piece in terms of 
shape,	tracing	the	various	shape	edges	with	their	finger.	This	is	dependent	on	what	they	have	learned	previously	in	
terms of the concept of shape. Guide them to see that only one has a round shape.

• Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 01 Simultaneous Discrimination Tasks: From this point on in the
lesson, the follow-up questions should be introduced where appropriate to facilitate more awareness in the student as
to how they are thinking in reference to the target concept. This can be especially important in helping the Teacher to
get a sense of what the student is thinking in terms of their development of the key concept if they are struggling with
discriminating a round shape from non-round shapes.

T: While pointing at the blue circle that the student selected the Teacher asks,
“Why did you point at this blue circle?”

S: The student looks at the blue circle and replies,
“I pointed at this blue circle because it has a round shape.”

T: While pointing at the blue circle that the student selected the Teacher asks,
“How do you know that this blue circle has a round shape?”

S: The student looks at the blue circle and replies,
“Because it is curved all the way around the edge and has no straight line shapes or corners, we can say that 
it has a round shape.”

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. You looked carefully and saw that only this blue circle in the group has a round shape. You are 
really using your eyes and your brain well. Good thinking and good work.”

Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 01 
Simultaneous Discrimination 
Tasks 

Tasks are presented in order to 
facilitate the student’s ability to 
identify	items	that	do/do	not	share	
the	properties	that	define	a	mem-
ber of a category. 
Learning	differences.
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T: Continue the teaching dialogue with additional groups of common school and home items that have a round shape. 
The	Teacher	gives	the	student	a	set	of	objects,	only	one	of	which	has	a	round	shape.		Using	the	Example	Group	1	set	
of	objects	pictured	to	the	left,	the	Teacher	says,

	 “Look	at	these	objects.	
 There is a quarter, a Post-it Note pad and a ruler here.
 Can you show me the one that has a round shape?”

S: The student points to the quarter that has a round shape.

T: The Teacher responds,
 “You are right. 
 I like the way you looked carefully at all of these items and saw that only this quarter has a round shape.  
  You are really using your eyes and your brain well. Good thinking and good work.”

•	Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 01 Simultaneous Discrimination Tasks:	Use	your	professional	judge-
ment as to when to use the follow-up question format presented previously. 

If the student appear to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional	object	groups	to	build	their	discrimination	skills.	If	the	student	continue	to	struggle,	you	may	need	to	take	
a step back and redo previous association tasks.

More discrimination tasks using groups three to 
four	objects	of	different	shapes	of	which	only	
one has a round shape. Nyborg’s *Learning 
Panel or similar format can be useful here. See 
examples	of	object	groupings	below.

Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination  

Section 01 
Simultaneous Discrimination 
Tasks 
continued

* Throughout this lesson, use the 
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with	
the student. The use of the term 
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only	
meant as a reference point for 
sample dialogue purposes.  
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More discrimination tasks using groups of four
different	pictures	of	solid	geometric	shapes	of	
which only one has a round shape. Nyborg’s 
Learning Panel* or similar format can be useful 
here.

T: The Teacher shows the student a multi-element geometric shape card. Using the example of the solid geometric 
shapes pictured on Slide 20 pictured to the left, the Teacher says,

“Look at these geometric shapes. 
Can you show me the one that has a round shape.”

S: The student points to the yellow oval that has a round shape.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right.  
I like the way you looked carefully at all of these shapes and saw that only this yellow oval* has a round 
shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 01 Simultaneous Discrimination Tasks:	Use	your	professional	judge-
ment as to when to use the follow-up question format presented previously.

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional geometric shape cards to build their discrimination skills. If the student continues to struggle, you may need 
to take a step back and redo previous association tasks.

Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 01 
Simultaneous Discrimination 
Tasks
continued

* See pp. ????? in the Teacher’s
Guide for a detailed description of
the Learning Panel.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	category	name	of	the
object/shape/letter/numeral
groups when talking with the
student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

More discrimination tasks using groups of four 
different	open	and	closed	line	shapes	of	which	
only one has a round shape. Nyborg’s Learning 
Panel* or similar format can be useful here.

T: The Teacher shows the student a multi-element line shape card. Using the example of the line shapes pictured on 
Slide 16 to the left, the Teacher says,

“Look at these line shapes*. 
Show me the one that has a round shape.”

S:	The	student	points	to	the	third	shape	(the	oval	line	shape)	in	the	line/row	that	has	a	round	shape.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right. 
I like the way you looked carefully at all of these line shapes and saw that only this oval has a round shape. 
Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 01 Simultaneous Discrimination Tasks: Use	your	professional	judge-
ment as to when to use the follow-up question format presented previously.

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional multi-element line shape cards to build their discrimination skills. If the student continues to struggle, you 
may	need	to	take	a	step	back	and	redo	previous	object	tasks	or	even	association	tasks.

Slides:  16-19

Slides:  20-23
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Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 01 
Simultaneous Discrimination 
Tasks
continued

* See pp. ????? in the Teacher’s
Guide for a detailed description of
the Learning Panel.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with	
the student. The use of the term 
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only	
meant as a reference point for 
sample dialogue purposes.  

More discrimination tasks using groups of four 
pictures	of	different	items	of	which	only	one	
has a round shape. Nyborg’s Learning Panel* or 
similar format can be useful here.

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	multi-element	object*	card	of	which	only	one	has	a	round	shape.	Using	the	
example	of	the	group	of	objects	pictured	on	Slide	24,	the	Teacher	says,

“Look	at	these	objects.	
Can you show me the one that has a round shape.”

S: The student points to the cookie that has a round shape.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right. 
I	like	the	way	you	looked	carefully	at	all	of	these	objects*	and	saw	that	only	this	cookie*	has	a	round	shape.	
Good thinking and good work.”

•	Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 01 Simultaneous Discrimination Tasks:	Use	your	professional	judge-
ment as to when to use the follow-up question format presented previously. 

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional	object	picture	groups	to	build	their	discrimination	skills.	If	the	student	continues	to	struggle,	you	may	need	
to take a step back and redo previous association tasks.

Slides:  24-29
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Discrimination	tasks	using	individual	objects	
that have a round shape as part of a more 
complex whole. 
Examples: toy train, paint box, cup, glasses, 
plastic numbers or letters, spoon, pattern and 
construction block designs, etc.

Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 02
Successive Discrimination 
Tasks

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with
the student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

14

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	an	object	that	has	a	part	with	a	round	shape.	Using	the	example	of	the	toy	train	
pictured on the left, the Teacher says,

“Student,	sometimes	an	object	can	have	one	or	more	parts with a round shape. 
Look at this train engine.  
Show	me	the	part	(OR,	parts)	of	this	train	engine	that	has	a	round	shape?”

S:	The	student	points	to	the	wheel(s)	on	the	train	engine	that	has(	have)	a	round	shape.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right. 
I like the way you looked carefully at all the parts of this train engine and saw that this wheel has a round 
shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 02 Successive Discrimination Tasks:
From this point on in the lesson, the follow-up questions should be introduced where appropriate to facilitate more
awareness in the student as to how they are thinking in reference to the target concept. This can be especially im-
portant in helping the Teacher to get a sense of what the student is thinking in terms of their development of the key
concept if they are struggling with discriminating a round shape from non-round shapes.

T: While pointing at the wheel on the train engine that the student selected the Teacher asks,
“Why did you point at this part of the train?”

S: The student looks at the wheel on the train engine and replies,
“I pointed at this wheel because it has a round shape.”

T: While pointing at the wheel on the train engine that the student selected the Teacher asks,
“How do you know that this wheel has a round shape?”

S: The student looks at the wheel on the train engine and replies,
“Because this wheel is curved all along the edge with no straight line shapes or corners, so we can say that it 
has a round shape.”

T: The Teacher responds:
“You are right. 
You looked carefully and saw that only this part, the wheel on the train, has a round shape. 
You are really using your eyes and your brain well. 
Good thinking and good work.”

Continue	the	teaching	dialogue	using	the	same	basic	principles	with	additional	complex	objects	until	you	feel	that	the	
student is able to spontaneously compare, discriminate and label the part with a round shape.
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T:	The	Teacher	gives	the	student	a	picture	of	an	object	that	has	a	part with a round shape. Using the example of the 
numeral “8” pictured on Slide 31 to the left, the Teacher says,

“Look at this numeral “8”*. 
We’ve	been	finding	out	that	things	can	have	one	or	more	parts	with	a	round	shape.	
Show	me	the	part(s)	of	this	numeral	8*	that	has/have	a	round	shape?”

S: The student points to the part of the numeral 8* that has a round shape.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right. 
I like the way you looked carefully at all the parts of this numeral 8* and saw that this part has a round shape.
Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 02, Section 02 Successive Discrimination Tasks:	Use	your	professional	judge-
ment as to when to use the follow-up question format presented previously.

Continue the teaching dialogue using the same basic principles with additional complex picture cards to build their 
discrimination skills. If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, you may need to take a step 
back	and	redo	previous	object	discrimination	tasks	or	even	association	tasks.

More discrimination tasks using individual
pictures of items that have a round shape as 
part of a more complex whole.

Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 02
Successive Discrimination 
Tasks
continued

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with	the
student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.
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Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 02 
Successive Discrimination 
Tasks
continued

Optional	Tactile	Discrimination	task:	You	will	
need	a	cloth	bag	and	three	to	four	different	
plastic or wooden basic geometric shapes of 
which only one has a round shape. Place the 
shapes into the bag. Have the student try to 
find	the	piece	with	a	round	shape	using	only	
their	fingers	to	identify	it.		
Note: For some student, it might be helpful to 
lessen the complexity of the task by having a 
seperate bag for each individual shape, instead 
of one bag containg all of the shapes.

T:	The	Teacher	puts	a	cloth	bag	(or	several	cloth	bags)	on	the	table	in	front	of	the	student	that	contains	a	variety	of	
geometric shapes in it, only one of which has round shape, and says,

“Now	I	want	you	to	reach	inside	this	bag	and	try	to	find	the	one	piece	that	has	a	round	shape.
You can’t look inside or pull them all out. 
Use	your	fingers	to	try	and	feel	the	edges	of	each	shape.	Make	sure	you	feel	all	of	the	edges	on	each	shape	
and then take out only the one that has a round shape.“

Interevention Note: It can be helpful to demonstrate to the student how to explore the edges of various geometric 
shapes	using	their	fingers.	Place	two	identical	shapes	on	the	table	in	front	of	the	student	and	then	pick	it	up	with	one	
hand	and	feel	the	edges	with	the	other	hand,	talking	about	what	you	are	feeling	with	your	fingers.	Have	them	mirror	
what	you	are	doing	with	the	other	identical	shape.	Use	specific	conceptual	language	while	feeling	the	shapes.	
For example:

Holding a a shape with curved edges: “I can feel the way this edge curves along this side.”
Holding a round shape: “I can feel the way this edge curves all the way around.”
Holding a shape with an edge with a straight line shape: “I can feel the way this edge goes straight across  
and doesn’t bend or curve at all.”
Holding	a	triangle	(triangular)	shape:	“I	can	feel	three	straight	sides	and	three	corners	and	it	doesn’t	bend	or	
curve at all.”

S: The student reaches in and touches each piece individually, feeling around the outside edges, taking out the one 
piece that has a round shape after exploring all of the pieces. For the student who struggles with this task, it can be 
helpful	for	the	Teacher	to	guide	the	student’s	fingers	with	their	own	hands	to	help	the	student	focus	on	the	edges	of	
each	object,	describing	the	edges	that	they	are	feeling.

T:	While	pointing	at	the	actual	object	the	student	has	selected	out	of	the	cloth	bag,	the	Teacher	asks,	
“What shape does this piece have?“

S: While looking at the shape they have selected, the student replies, 
“It has a round shape.“

T: The Teacher responds, 
“I	like	the	way	you	used	your	fingers,	thought	carefully	and	found	the	one	shape	that	has	round	shape.	Good	
thinking and good work.“

16
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Phase 02 
Selective Discrimination 

Section 02 
Successive Discrimination 
Tasks
continued

Items	in	the	immediate	classroom	/	school
environment. This activity can be done individu-
ally or with a group of students.

Items in the home or community environment. 
This activity can be done individually or with a 
group of students.

Optional:	True/False	and/or	Yes/No	evaluations.
Use	a	combination	of	objects	and	pictures	from	
the previous steps as well as additional ones 
that don’t have a round shape or parts with a 
round shape. This activity can be done 
individually or with a group of students.

T:	The	student	is	now	asked	to	find,	point	to	or	touch	items	with	a	round	shape	in	the	classroom/school	environment	
and	say	(verbal	coding)	that	it	has	a	round	shape.	The	Teacher	could	have	previously	set	up	several	easily	noticeable	
items that have a round shape throughout the classroom environment.
The Teacher asks,

“Can you look around and show me something in the room that has a round shape?”
S:	The	student	points	correctly,	possibly	accompanied	by	the	correct	verbalization.
T:	While	pointing	at	the	actual	object	the	student	identified,	the	Teacher	asks,

“What	shape	does	this	object	have?“
S: While looking at the item, the student replies, 

“It has a round shape.“  
T: The Teacher responds, 

“I like the way you looked carefully and found something that has a round shape.”

In	order	to	bridge	or	generalize	the	concept	to	other	settings	and	materials,	the	Teacher	might	also	ask	the	student	if	
they know of something that has a round shape or a part with a round shape, outside the school environment, such as 
at	home	or	in	other	places	in	the	community.	This	is	definitely	a	harder	task	than	the	previous	one.
The Teacher asks,

“Can you think of something in your home or in the community that has a round shape or a part with a 
round shape?“

An	alternative	is	to	give	the	children	as	homework	the	assignment	to	find	examples	of	things	that	have	a	round	shape	
in their homes or in the larger community and, if possible, bring some of these round shaped items back to school or 
draw them in a homework booklet titled, “Things In My Community”.  A “Community booklet” is simply a booklet made 
of several sheets of blank paper stapled together with the goal written on the front. The goal in this activity is “Draw 
pictures of things you found in your home or community that have a round shape.”

Note:	This	activity	is	designed	to	not	just	help	student	transfer	current	learning	to	other	contexts,	but	more	
importantly, to provide the student with an opportunity to demonstrate whether their learned experiences have been 
effectively	integrated	and	organized	for	accurate	recall	and	use	in	the	coding	of	new	sensations,	integration	of	new	
experiences	and	in	the	comparing	of	experiences	(Nyborg,	1993).	

An optional type of task that Nyborg tends to place towards the end of the Selective Discrimination phase is the use of 
true/false	and	yes/no	questions	as	evaluations	of	validity.

True/False	questions	-
T: “Is	it	true	or	false	that	this	object	has	a	round	shape?”
T: “Is	it	true	or	false	that	this	object	has	a	part	with	a	round	shape?”

Yes/No	questions	-
T: “Does	this	object	have	a	round	shape?	“
T: “Does	this	object	have	a	part	with	a	round	shape?”
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Phase 03 
Preliminary Tasks

Tasks are presented in order to 
reinforce the student’s under-
standing of the concepts of partial 
similarity and complete similarity.  

Task	1	-	Two	identical	objects	or	pictured	items	
that	are	the	same	subject,	size,	color	and	
have the same round shape are displayed. They 
are in other words completely similar. 

Task	2	-	Slide	45	or	one	of	the	objects	or	
pictured groups from Task 1 is presented along 
with	a	new	object	or	pictured	group	that	
contains	different	items,	but	is	similar	in	terms	
of placement. They are not completely similar, 
but are similar in having a group that is larger in 
number than another item.

T: The Teacher shows the student either Slide 44, a picture card with two identical pictured items on it or, two identical 
real	objects.	Using	the	example	of	the	two	blue	circles	pictured	on	Slide	44	to	the	left,	the	Teacher	says,

“Let’s compare these two shapes. 
Do	you	think	that	these	two	shapes	are	completely	similar/alike?	“

If needed, have the student describe the pictures while holding them close to each other. Guide them to see that they 
each	have	the	same	subject,	color,	size	and	number	and	are	completely	similar/alike.
Then ask them the question again, guiding them to answer using the phrase,

“They	are	completely	similar/alike”.
S: The student looks at the pictures carefully and replies,

“They	are	completely	similar/alike.” 

T: The Teacher shows the student either Slide 45, a second picture containing one pictured item from Task 1 together 
with	a	new	pictured	item	or,	a	real	object	from	Task	1	together	with	a	new	object.	
Using the example of the two shapes pictured in Slide 45 to the left, the Teacher says,

“Now	let’s	look	at	these	two	shapes.	Do	you	think	that	these	two	shapes	are	completely	similar/alike?”
Usually	the	immediate	answer	would	be:	“They	are	not	completely	similar.	(One	is	a	circle	and	one	is	an	oval)”
If needed, have the student describe the two shapes while looking at them closely. Guide them to see that the shapes 
are	different	in	size,	color,	but	that	both	have	a	round	shape.	The	Teacher	responds,

“These shapes are not completely similar, one is a circle and one is an oval, but can you see in what way 
the	two	shapes	are	similar/alike?	
Think about what we have been learning and look at the two shapes carefully.”

S: When such a question is asked, the student often looks at the shapes carefully and replies,
“They are similar in having a round shape.”

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these shapes and saw that they are similar in having a 
round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

If	this	doesn’t	happen	spontaneously,	the	Teacher	provides	guidance	to	help	the	student	discover	and	verbalize	the	key	
concept of partial similarity in shape.

Use the previous Task 1 and 2 formats for this slide set, modifying the dialogue to match the slide contents.

... The Teacher responds,
“These	pictures	are	not	completely	similar,	they	have	different	items,	but	can	you	see	in	what	way	the	
donut	and	the	quarter	(coin)	are	similar/alike?		
Think about what we have been learning and look at them carefully.”

S: When such a question is asked, the student often looks at the pictures carefully and replies,
“They are similar in having a round shape.”

Slide:  44
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Phase 03
Selective Generalization 

Section 01
Discovering	and	Verbalizing	
Similarities

Tasks are presented in order to 
facilitate the student’s ability to 
identify the partial similarities that 
items in a conceptual system share 
and	verbalize	these	similarities	
using	specific	conceptual	
vocabulary.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with
the student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	several	objects	that all have a round shape. Using the example of the groups of 
objects	pictured	on	the	left,	the	Teacher	says,	

“Let’s	compare	all	of	these	objects.		
In	what	way	are	all	of	these	objects	similar	or	alike?
Think about what we have been discovering and discussing so far.”

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	objects	and	replies,
“They are similar in that they all have a round shape.” 

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You	are	right.	I	like	the	way	you	looked	carefully	at	these	objects	and	saw	that	they	are	similar	in	having	a	
round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

Intervention Note: Throughout	the	Phase	3	section,	if	needed,	have	the	student	describe	each	object	or	picture	in	
terms	of	shape,	tracing	the	edges	with	their	finger.	This	will	be	dependent	on	what	the	student	has	previously	learned	
in terms of the concept of shape. Guide them to see that they all have a similar round shape. 

Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 01 Discovering and Verbalizing Similarities: At this point in the lesson, 
follow-up questions should continue to be introduced where appropriate to facilitate continued awareness in the 
student as to how they are thinking in reference to the target concept. This can be especially important in helping 
you to get a sense of what the student is thinking in terms of their development of the key concept and if they are 
struggling	with	identifying	and	verbalizing	the	partial	similarities	of	several	round	shapes.

T:	While	pointing	at	the	objects	the	Teacher	asks,
“How	do	you	know	that	these	objects	are	similar	in	having	a	round	shape?”

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	objects	and	replies,
“Because they are curved all the way around the edge and have no straight line shapes or corners, so we 
can say that they are similar in having a round shape.

If the student appear to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional	object	groups	to	build	their	discrimination	skills.	If	the	student	continue	to	struggle,	you	may	need	to	take	a	
step back and redo previous discrimination and even association tasks.

Groups	of	three	to	four	objects	that	all	have	a	
round	shape	but	with	different	shapes,	sizes	
and colors, etc. 
Examples: a	button,	a	cookie	/	cracker,	a	plastic	
plate, a coin, M&M, roll of tape, etc.
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Groups of four pictures of various solid geomet-
ric shapes each having a round shape but with 
different	styles,	sizes,	colors,	orientation,	etc.

T: The Teacher shows the student a multi element picture card showing groups of geometric shapes* that all have a 
similar round shape. Using the example of the group of geometric shapes pictured on Slide 51 to the left, the Teacher 
says,

“Let’s compare these shapes. In what way are these shapes similar or alike?”
Think about what we have been discovering and discussing so far.”

S: The student looks at the shapes and replies,
“They are similar in having a round shape.” 

Note: If the student struggle with this task, the Teacher can trace the edges of the shapes as a focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these shapes and saw that they are all similar in having a 
round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 01 Discovering and Verbalizing Similarities: Use your professional
judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional multi-element geometric shape cards to build their discrimination skills. If the student continues to struggle, 
you may need to take a step back and redo previous association tasks.

Phase 03
Selective Generalization

Section 01
Discovering	and	Verbalizing	
Similarities
continued

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with
the student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

Slides:  51-52
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Groups of four pictures of various closed line 
shapes each having a round shape but with 
different	styles,	sizes,	colors,	orientation,	etc.

Slides:  49-50

T: The Teacher shows the student a multi element picture card showing groups of closed line shapes that all have a 
similar round shape. Using the example of the group of closed line shapes pictured on Slide 49 to the left, the Teacher 
says,

“Let’s compare these line shapes. In what way are these shapes similar or alike?”
Think about what we have been discovering and discussing so far.”

S: The student looks at the shapes and replies,
“They are similar in having a round shape.” 

Note: If the student struggle with this task, the Teacher can trace the edges of the shapes as a focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these shapes and saw that they are similar in having a 
round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 01 Discovering and Verbalizing Similarities: Use your professional
judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional multi-element line shape cards to build their discrimination skills. If the student continues to struggle, you 
may need to take a step back and redo previous association tasks.
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Groups	of	four	letters	/	numerals	each	having	a	
part with a round shape.

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	multi	element	picture	card	showing	lines/rows	of	various	objects*	that all have a 
round shape. Using	the	example	of	the	group	of	objects	pictured	on	Slide	53	to	the	left,	the	Teacher	says,

“Let’s	compare	these	objects.	In	what	way	are	these	objects	similar	or	alike?
Think about what we have been discovering and discussing so far.”

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	objects	and	replies,
“They are similar in having a round shape.” 

Note: If the student struggles with this task, the Teacher can have the student trace the edges of the shapes as a 
focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You	are	right.	I	like	the	way	you	looked	carefully	at	these	objects	and	saw	that	they	are	similar	in	having	a	
round shape. Good thinking  and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 01 Discovering and Verbalizing Similarities: Use your professional
judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional	multi-element	object	picture	cards	to	build	their	discrimination	skills.	If	the	student	continues	to	struggle,	you	
may need to take a step back and redo previous discrimination or association tasks. 

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	multi	element	letter/numeral	card	containing	letters	/	numerals	that all similar in 
having a part with a round shape. Using the example of the group of letters pictured in Slide 57 on the left, the Teacher 
says,

“Let’s compare these letters. In what way are parts of these letters similar or alike?
Think about what we have been learning and look at all of the letters carefully”

S: The student looks at the letters and replies,
“They are similar in having a part with a round shape.”

Intervention Note: If the student seems to struggle with seeing the similarity in having a part with a round shape that 
these	letters/numerals	share,	the	teacher	can	trace	the	round	parts	with	his/her	finger	or	a	dry	erase	marker	providing	a	
focus	on	the	key	attribute	of	the	letters/numerals	for	the	student.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these letters and saw that they are similar in having a part 
with a round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 01 Discovering and Verbalizing Similarities: Use your professional
judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

If the student appears to still be unsure of the concept in this context, continue the same dialogue format with 
additional	multi-element	letter	/	numeral	cards	to	build	their	discrimination	skills.	If	the	student	continues	to	struggle,	
you may need to take a step back and redo previous discrimination or association tasks. o l 

Phase 03
Selective Generalization

Section 01
Discovering	and	Verbalizing	
Similarities
continued 

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with
the student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

Slides:  57-59
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Groups of 4 to 5 pictures of items each having 
a	round	shape	but	having	different	styles,	sizes,	
colors, materials, etc.

Slides:  53-56
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Review of the expected learned concept 
“a round shape” verbally with the Teacher, 
facilitating the student’s development of 
inner	verbalization	from	outer	verbalization.	
(Hansen,	2006)

T: The Teacher places a group of items in front of the student that all have a round shape or shows them a pictured 
group of items that all have a round shape and says,

a. “Look at these items and with your regular voice say with me,
‘They	are	similar	in	having	a	round	shape’.	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)

Optional	visual	cues:	You	can	use	an	optional	visual	cueing	system	to	help	the	student	remember	what	kind	of	voicing	
to use during the 3 sections of this activity. For section a., you would give the following directions,

 “Put your left hand on your throat. 
(The	Teacher	models	putting	his/her	left	hand	on	their	throat	for	the	student.)
Now look at this item and with your regular voice say with me,
‘They are similar in having a round shape’.”

b. Now whisper,
‘They	are	similar	in	having	a	round	shape’.	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)

Optional	visual	cues:	For	section	b.,	you	would	give	the	following	directions,
 “Now make a ‘whisper cone’ with your hands. 

(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student	putting	2	hands	together	in	front	of	their	mouth	to	make	a	small	megaphone.)
Now whisper, 
‘They are similar in having a round shape’.”

c. Now say it in your mind using your inner voice,
‘They are similar in having a round shape’.
You	can	move	your	lips,	but	don’t	make	any	sound.”	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)

Optional	visual	cues:	For	section	c.,	you	would	give	the	following	directions,
	“Put	one	finger	on	your	lips	and	one	finger	on	top	of	your	head.	

(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student	by	putting	one	finger	on	their	lips	in	the	traditional	“sh”or	“quiet”	position	and	one	
finger	on	top	of	their	head	pointing	at	their	brain.)

Now	say	it	in	your	brain	/	mind	using	just	your	inner	voice.
‘They are similar in having a round shape’.”
You can move your lips, but don’t make any sound.”

Optional	section	d.	It	is	fun	to	use	either	an	electric	megaphone	that	alters	the	student	voices	or	a	non-electric	echo	
microphone	for	a	final	voicing	of	the	phrase.	

	“Hold	the	megaphone	/	microphone	in	front	of	your	mouth.	(The	Teacher	models	for	the	student.)
Now look at this item and with your regular voice say,
‘They are similar in having a round shape’.”

Phase 03
Selective Generalization

Section 01
Discovering	and	Verbalizing	
Similarities
continued 
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Phase 03
Selective Generalization 

Section 02
Discovering Similarities 
Accompanied by Discrimination

* See pp. ????? in the Teacher’s
Guide for a detailed description of
the Learning Panel.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with
the student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

Groups	of	four	to	five	objects	with	only	two	to	
three having a round shape in relation to the 
other items in the groups. Nyborg’s Learning 
Panel* or similar format can be useful here.

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	group	of	objects	of which only two to three have a round shape. Using the 
example group that contains a tortilla chip, cracker, nickel, dollar and cookie pictured to the left, the Teacher says,

“Let’s	look	carefully	at	these	objects.	
Can	you	to	point	to	the	objects	in	this	group	that	are	similar	in	having	a	round	shape*?”	

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	objects	and	point	at	the	nickel	and	cookie	that	have	a	round	shape.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You	are	right.	I	like	the	way	you	looked	carefully	at	these	objects	and	found	the	ones	that	are	similar	in	
having a round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

Intervention Note: Throughout	the	Phase	3	section,	if	needed,	have	the	student	describe	each	object	or	picture	in	
terms of its shape. This will be dependent on what the student has previously learned in terms of the concept of shape. 
Guide	them	to	see	that	2	of	the	items	in	the	line/row	are	similar	in	having	the	same	round	shape.

Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 02 Discovering Similarities Accompanied by Discrimination: Follow-
up questions should continue to be introduced where appropriate to facilitate continued awareness in the student as to 
how they are thinking in reference to the target concept. This can be especially important in helping you to get a sense 
of what the student is thinking in terms of their development of the key concept at this stage and if they are struggling 
with discriminating items that share the partial similarity of having a round shape or parts with a round shape from 
items that don’t share the partial similarity of having round shapes.

T: While pointing at the items that the student selected, the Teacher asks,
“Why	did	you	point	at	these	objects?”

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	round	shaped	objects	they	selected	and	replies,
“I pointed at these because they are similar in having a round shape.”

T: While pointing at the items that the student selected, the Teacher asks,
“How do you know that these items have a round shape?”

S:	The	student	looks	at	the	round	shaped	objects	they	selected	and	replies,
“Because	these	objects	curve	or	bend	all	the	way	around	their	edge	with	no	straight	line	edges	or	corners,	
we can say that they are similar in having a round shape.”

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these things and found the ones that are similar in having 
a round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

Continue	the	same	dialogue	format	with	any	additional	similar	object	groups	until	you	feel	that	the	student	is	able	to	
spontaneously compare, discriminate and label the concept of “a round shape”.

23PHASE 03

Example group using a tortilla chip, cracker, 
nickel, dollar and cookie.
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Phase 03
Selective Generalization 

Section 02
Discovering Similarities 
Accompanied by Discrimination
continued.

* Throughout this lesson, use the
specific	name	of	the	object/shape/
letter/numeral	when	talking	with
the student. The use of the term
object/shape/letter/numeral	is	only
meant as a reference point for
sample dialogue purposes.

Slides:  65-68
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Slides:  61-64

Groups of four pictured solid geometric shapes 
of which only two have a round shape. 

Groups of four pictured closed line shapes of 
which only two have a round shape. 

T: The Teacher shows the student a multi element picture card containing a group of four closed line shapes of which 
only two are similar in having a round shape. Using the example of the group of line shapes pictured on Slide 61 to the 
left, the Teacher says,

“You	have	been	doing	a	great	job	of	looking	closely	and	comparing	all	the	different	objects	to	see	where	they	
are	similar	and	where	they	are	different.	
Now let’s compare this group of line shapes. 
Point to the shapes that are similar in having a round shape.”

S: The student looks carefully at the various lines and point to the ones that  are similar in having a round shape.
Intervention Note: If the student appears to struggle with this task, the Teacher can have the student trace the lines as 
a focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these lines and found the ones that are similar in having a 
round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 02 Discovering Similarities Accompanied by Discrimination:  Use
your	professional	judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

Continue the same dialogue format with any additional multi-element geometric shape cards until you feel that the 
student is able to spontaneously compare, discriminate and label the concept “a round shape”.

T: The Teacher shows the student a multi element picture card containing groups of solid geometric shapes of which 
only two are similar in having around shape. Using the example of the group of geometric shapes pictured on Slide 65 
to the left, the Teacher says,

“You	have	been	doing	a	great	job	of	looking	closely	and	comparing	all	the	different	shapes	to	see	where	they	
are	similar	and	where	they	are	different.	
Now let’s compare this group of geometric shapes. 
Point to the geometric shapes that are similar in having a round shape.”

S: The student looks carefully at the various geometric shapes and point to the ones that are similar in having a round-
shape.
Intervention Note: If the student appears to struggle with this task, the Teacher can have the student trace the edges 
of the shapes as a focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds, 
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these shapes and found the ones that are similar in 
having a round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 02 Discovering Similarities Accompanied by Discrimination:  Use
your	professional	judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

Continue the same dialogue format with any additional multi-element geometric shape cards until you feel that the 
student is able to spontaneously compare, discriminate and label the concept “a round shape”.
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Groups	of	four	different	letters	or	numerals	of	
which only two have parts with a round shape.

Phase 03
Selective Generalization 

Section 02
Discovering Similarities 
Accompanied by Discrimination
continued.

Slides:  75-78
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Groups of four pictured items of which only two 
have a round shape. T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	multi	element	picture	card	containing	lines/rows	of	various	objects	of which only 

two are similar in having a round shape.	Using	the	example	of	the	group	of	objects	pictured	on	Slide	69	to	the	left,	the	
Teacher says,

“Now	let’s	compare	these	pictured	objects	to	see	how	they	are	similar	and	different.	
Point	to	the	objects	that	are	similar	in	having	a	round	shape.”

S:	The	student	looks	carefully	at	the	various	objects	and	point	to	the	coin	and	the	cookie	that	have	a	round	shape.

Intervention Note: If the student appears to struggle with this task, the Teacher can trace the edges of the shapes as 
a focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You	are	right.	I	like	the	way	you	looked	carefully	at	these	objects	and	found	that	only	the	coin	and	the	cookie	
are similar in having a round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 02 Discovering Similarities Accompanied by Discrimination:  Use
your	professional	judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

Continue	the	same	dialogue	format	with	any	additional	multi-element	object	cards	until	you	feel	that	the	student	is	able	
to spontaneously compare, discriminate and label the concept “a round shape”.

T:	The	Teacher	shows	the	student	a	multi	element	letter/numeral	card	containing	letters	/	numerals	of which only two 
are similar in having a part with a round shape. Using the example of the group of letters pictured on Slide 75 to the 
left, the Teacher says,

“You	have	been	doing	a	great	job	of	looking	closely	and	comparing	all	the	different	geometric	shapes	and	
objects	to	see	where	they	are	similar	and	where	they	are	different.	
Now	let’s	compare	these	groups	of	letters	to	see	how	they	are	similar	and	different.	
Point to the letters that are similar in having a part with a round shape.”

S: The student looks carefully at the various letters and points to the “o” and the “p” that are similar in having a part 
with a round shape.
Intervention Note: If the student appears to struggle with this task, the Teacher can trace the edges of the round 
shaped parts of the target letters as a focusing tool.

T: The Teacher responds,
“You are right. I like the way you looked carefully at these letters and found that only the “o” and the “p” are 
similar in having a round shape. Good thinking and good work.”

• Follow-up questions for Phase 03, Section 02 Discovering Similarities Accompanied by Discrimination:  Use
your	professional	judgement	as	to	when	to	use	the	follow-up	question	format	presented	previously.

Continue	the	same	dialogue	format	with	any	additional	multi-element	letter	/	numeral	cards	until	you	feel	that	the	
student is able to spontaneously compare, discriminate and label the concept  of a  part with “a round shape”.

Slides:  69-74
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Phase 03
Selective Generalization

Section 02
Discovering Similarities 
Accompanied by Discrimination
continued
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Reflection	tasks.	This	can	be	done	individually	
or with a group of students.

Reflecting	on	what	has	been	learned:	A	first	
step to helping students to become aware 
of their newly acquired knowledge, how this 
knowledge relates to previous learning and 
to possible future applications, cf. “Teacher 
Manual …”, Chapter 3, Figure 3.4 with its 
Additional Procedures 1 and 2 to the CTM.
Cf. also the idea of “Retrieval Practice”, which 
is a learning strategy where teachers focus on 
getting information out of the students’ heads, 
and	not	only	into	their	heads	(retrievalpractice.
org).

T: The Teacher presents questions like:

1. a.	“Tell	me	what	you	learned	in	this	lesson	OR	what	you	believe	this	lesson	was	all	about.”
b. “How did you learn about the concept of a Round Shape?”
c. “Can you tell me some of the things that we talked about that has a Round Shape?”

If it seems appropriate, the teacher should continue with more questions like:

2. Does	this	concept	of	a	Round	Shape	remind	you	of	something	you	already	know	about	(and	if	so,	how	is	it
similar	or	different	from	what	it	reminds	you	of)?

3. How	can	what	you	have	learned	today	be	useful	in	other	activities/situations	(the	teacher	prompts)	–	at
school,	while	playing,	on	a	trip/vacation,	when	you	are	doing	homework,	celebrating	your	birthday,	running
errands, etc.?

Note:	This	procedure	must	of	course	be	adjusted	in	relation	to	the	students’	age,	language	skills	and	cognitive	levels.
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T: The Teacher shows the student the picture grid on Slide 80 pictured to the left or cuts the grid into 9 individual cards 
and places them in front of the student and says,

“Tell	me	the	names	of	all	of	these	pictures.”	(The	student	names	the	pictures.)
“Now I’m going to give you some clues. 
I	want	to	see	if	you	can	figure	out	which	picture	I’m	talking	about.”

As always, have the student explain their thinking as much as possible. If the Teacher is using a group of students for 
this task, an alternative is to give one student three cards numbered 1 to 3 with the clues pictured or written on them 
and then have that student tell the clues to the other students.

1. “Here’s	the	first	clue:	It’s something you eat.”

“Which	ones	could	it	be?	How	do	you	know	that?”	Circle	the	one(s)	the	student	thinks	fits	the	clue.
“Which	ones	don’t	fit	that	clue?	How	do	you	know	that?”	Cross	out	the	one(s)	the	student	thinks	doesn’t	fit	the	clue.

2. “Here’s the second clue: It’s a kind of fruit.”

“Which	ones	could	it	be?	How	do	you	know	that?”	Circle	the	one(s)	the	student	thinks	fits	the	clue.
“Which	ones	don’t	fit	that	clue?	How	do	you	know	that?”	Cross	out	the	one(s)	the	student	thinks	doesn’t	fit	the	clue.

3. “Here’s the last clue: It has a round shape.”
“Which one is it?”

The student then points to the correct picture, the slice of orange. 
After the student has selected the correct item, the Teacher can ask the following questions to facilitate 
continued awareness in the student as to how they are thinking in reference to the target concept of shape.

					“How	did	you	know	it	was	this	one	(the	slice	of	orange)?	
Then go back to the previous slide items and ask, 
					“Why	can’t	it	be	this	one	(the	bananas	or	the	slice	of	watermelon)?”

Cumulative Task

Slide:  80

* See pp. ????? in the Teacher’s
Guide for a detailed description of
Analytic Coding.

Grid task: The concept that is named as 
having “a round shape” should be developed 
further by activities focused on the 
understanding and use of the concepts 
and conceptual vocabulary of the BCSs 
needed to solve a series of clues related to 
color,	size,	shape,	number,	position,	place,	
direction,	surface	pattern,	etc.	(BCSs)	that	
require Analytic Coding*. This activity can be 
done individually or with a group of students.

27Cumulative Task
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Activity Task 01 - Analytic Coding: The concept 
that is named as having a “round shape” should 
be developed further by activities focused on 
the understanding and use of the concepts and 
conceptual vocabulary of the BCSs to answer 
targeted questions	related	to	color,	size,	
shape, number, position, place, direction, sur-
face	pattern,	etc.	(BCSs)	that	require	Analytic	
Coding*. 

•

Activity Task 02 - Analysis and Description: 
The concept that is named as having a “round 
shape”  should be developed further by activi-
ties in which the students are challenged to tell 
as much as possible about selected materials 
such	as	an	object,	a	picture	or	an	event	using	
the concepts and conceptual vocabulary of the 
BCSs.

Follow-up Activities 

Activity Task 01
Analytic Coding 
* See pp. ????? in the Teacher’s
Guide for a detailed description of
Analytic Coding.

Activity Task 02
Analysis and Description

The	Teacher	helps	the	student	to	define/describe	a	picture	that	contains	elements	that	have	a	round	shape	by	using	
targeted	questions	to	elicit	the	major	conceptual	systems	and	conceptual	vocabulary.
Note: The Teacher should evaluate what level of description to require from each student and what BCSs to elicit 
based on their linguistic skills and what BCSs they have previously been taught. The questions are listed in the order 
that the BCSs are taught, with this lesson’s target BCS highlighted in bold.

Picture Card 1 - The letter “b” and a toy dolphin.

T: The Teacher shows the student Slide 83 and asks, 
    “What do you see on this slide?” (Object	or	event	class	membership) S: “There’s a letter  ‘b’ and a toy dolphin.” 
T: “What color does this letter “b” have?” (Color) - S: “It has the color red.” 
T: “What colors does this dolphin have?” (Color) - S: “It has the colors gray, white and blue.” 
T: “What parts does this picture have?” (Number	of	Parts) - S: “It has a dolphin toy and the letter ‘b’.” 
T: “What parts does this dolphin have?” (Number	of	Parts) - S: “It	has	an	eye,	a	tail,	a	fin,	a	mouth	and	a	nose.”	
T: “What parts does this letter have?” (Number	of	Parts) - S: “It	has	..(the	student	points	to	the	two	parts	of	the	letter).”	
T: “What	shape	does	this	part	(straight line shape) of the letter have?” (Shape) - S: “It has a straight line shape.” 
T: “What shape does this part (round shape) of the letter have?” (Shape) - S: “It has a round shape.” 

• Supplemental	Questions	that	can	be	used	later	when	other	BCSs	have	been	taught		•
T: “What	size	is	this	‘b’	in	relation	to	the	dolphin?”	(Size) - S:	“It	is	big	in	size.”	
T: “What	size	is	the	dolphin	in	relation	to	the	‘b’?”	(Size) - S:	“It	is	small	in	size.”	
T: “What height is the straight line shape in relation to the round shape?” (Size	-Height) - S: “It is tall in height.” 
T: “What height is the round shape in relation to the straight line shape?” (Size	-Height) - S: “It is short in height.” 
T: “What number of dolphins are in the picture?” (Number) - S:	“There	is	(the	number)	1	dolphin.”	
T: “What position is this straight line shape in?” (Position) - S: “It is in a vertical position.” 
T: “What position is the green line in?” (Position) - S: “It is in	a	horizontal	position.” 
T: “What is a ‘b used for?” (Use/Function) - S:	“It	stands	for	the	speech	sound	/b/.	You	use	it	to	spell	words	like	‘bat’.”
T: “What place does the ‘b’ have in relation to the green line?”  (Place) - S: “It is placed on the green line.” 
T: “What place does this straight line shape of the ‘b’ have in relation to the round shape of the ‘b’?” (Place) - S: “It’s 
(placed)	on the left side of the round shape.” 
T: “What place does this round shape have in relation to the straight line shape?”  (Place) - S: “It’s	(placed)	on	the	right	
side of the straight line shape.” 

•

Activity Task 02 - Analysis	and	Description:	The	Teacher	challenges	the	students	to	define/describe	a	picture	that	
contains	elements	that	have	a	round	shape	using	major	conceptual	systems	and	conceptual	vocabulary.	The	students	
themselves	have	to	flexibly	shift	their	attention	from	one	attribute	to	another	and	describe	their	“findings”	regarding	
what	they	know	of	the	picture	in	question	by	means	of	Basic	Conceptual	Systems:	number	(of	parts),	color,	shape,	size,	
surface properties, place, function, etc. where appropriate.
Note: The Teacher should evaluate what level of description to require from each student and what BCSs to elicit 
based on their linguistic skills and what BCSs they have previously been taught. 

T: The Teacher shows the student Slide 83 and says, 
    “Tell me everything you can about this picture. Describe to me what you see.” 

Slide:  83
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Activity Task 01 - Analytic Coding: The concept 
that is named as having a “round shape” should 
be developed further by activities focused on 
the understanding and use of the concepts and 
conceptual vocabulary of the BCSs to answer 
targeted questions	related	to	color,	size,	
shape, number, position, place, direction, sur-
face	pattern,	etc.	(BCSs)	that	require	Analytic	
Coding*. 

•

Activity Task 02 - Analysis and Description: 
The concept that is named as having a “round 
shape”  should be developed further by activi-
ties in which the students are challenged to tell 
as much as possible about selected materials 
such	as	an	object,	a	picture	or	an	event	using	
the concepts and conceptual vocabulary of the 
BCSs.

Follow-up Activities 

Activity Task 01
Analytic Coding 
* See pp. ????? in the Teacher’s
Guide for a detailed description of
Analytic Coding.

Activity Task 02
Analysis and Description

Activity Task 01 - Analytic Coding:	The	Teacher	helps	the	student	to	define/describe	a	picture	that	contains	elements	
that	have	a	round	shape	by	using	targeted	questions	to	elicit	the	major	conceptual	systems	and	conceptual	vocabulary.

Note: The Teacher should evaluate what level of description to require from each student and what BCSs to elicit 
based on their linguistic skills and what BCSs they have previously been taught. The questions are listed in the order 
that the BCSs are taught, with this lesson’s target BCS highlighted in bold.

Picture Card 2 - A plate of donuts.

T: The Teacher shows the student Slide 85 and asks, 
    “What is this?” (Object	or	event	class	membership)	-	S: “It’s a plate with donuts on it.” 
T: “What parts does this picture have?” (Parts) - S: “It has some donuts and a plate.” 
T: “What colors do you see in this picture?” (Color) - S: “It has the colors red, yellow, blue, green, orange, white, tan.” 
T: “What shape do the donuts have?” (Shape) - S: “They have a round shape.” 
T: “What shape does the plate have?” (Shape) - S: “It has a round shape.” 

• Supplemental	Questions	that	can	be	used	later	when	other	BCSs	have	been	taught		•
T: “What	size	does	this	donut	(large)	have	in	relation	to	these	donuts	(small)?”	(Size) - S:	“This	donut	is	big	in	size.”	
T: “What	size	do	these	donuts	(small)	have	in	relation	to	this	donuts	(large)?”	(Size) - S:	“These	donuts	are	small	in	size.”	
T: “What number of donuts does this picture have?” (Number	of	Parts) - S: “It has 4 donuts.”
T: “What	are	donuts?”	OR	“What	is	a	donut?”	(Use/Function) - S: “It’s a kind of food.”
T: “What	do	you	do	with	a	donut?”	OR	“What	is	a	donut	for?”	(Use/Function) - S: “You eat it.”
T: “What is a plate?  (Use/Function) - S: “It’s a kind of dish.”
T: “What do you use a plate for?” (Use/Function) - S:	“You	put	food	on	it.”	OR	“You	eat	off	of	it.”
T: “What place do the donuts have in relation to the plate?” (Place) - S: “The	donuts	are	(placed)	on/on	top	of	the 
plate.”
T: “What place does the plate have in relation to the donuts?” (Place) - S: “The	plate	is	(placed)	under	the donuts.”
T: What number of donuts are in he plate? (Number) - S: “There are the number four donuts.” 

•

Activity Task 02 - Analysis	and	Description:	The	Teacher	challenges	the	students	to	define/describe	a	picture	that	
contains	elements	that	have	a	round	shape	using	major	conceptual	systems	and	conceptual	vocabulary.	The	students	
themselves	have	to	flexibly	shift	their	attention	from	one	attribute	to	another	and	describe	their	“findings”	regarding	
what	they	know	of	the	picture	in	question	by	means	of	Basic	Conceptual	Systems:	number	(of	parts),	color,	shape,	size,	
surface properties, place, function, etc. where appropriate.

Note: The Teacher should evaluate what level of description to require from each student and what BCSs to elicit 
based on their linguistic skills and what BCSs they have previously been taught. 

T: The Teacher shows the student Slide 85 and says, 
    “Tell me everything you can about this picture. Describe to me what you see.” 

Slide:  85

Picture 2
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Follow-up Activities 

Activity Task 03 -
Home Practice Sheets

30

Home Practice sheet focused on the concept of 
having a “round shape”. Home Practice sheets 
can be located on the Flash drive that accom-
panies this program. 

Activity Task 03 - Home Practice Sheets: The concept that is named as having a “round shape” compared to other 
elements should be developed further by homework activities that the students and their parents can do together. It 
is important that the teacher not send any Home Practice sheets home before the students have mastered the tasks 
reviewed on the worksheets. This is particularly important when it comes to students who struggle with learning. The 
rationale for this is that, by means of collaboration between students and parents based on the worksheets, the stu-
dents will have repeated opportunities to demonstrate mastery and some of their concept learning for their parents. 
This can help the parents become aware of their own students’ increased performance and developing competence. 
At	the	same	time,	the	intention	for	this	arrangement	is	also	to	give	parents	a	chance	to	become	(even	more)	con-
scious about the Basic Conceptual Systems their students are learning, so that they, hopefully, start to make use of 
them when helping their students with their homework, cf. chap. 7 with introduction of Systematic Concept Teaching 
for	parents,	and	chap.	12	and	Case	Study	One	with	comments	on	the	collaboration	between	students	and	parents.
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Two	different	objects	or	pictured	items	that	are	
similar in having a “round shape” as one of their 
features.

Follow-up Tasks 

Activity Task 04 - Similarities and 
Differences.		

31

Activity	Task	04:	Similarities	and	Differences.		In	this	task,	the	students	are	presented	with	two	or	more	concrete	or	
pictured	objects	and	challenged	to	analyze	and	describe	the	similarities	and	differences	between	the	two	items	using	
the conceptual vocabulary of the BCSs. As in previous tasks, the teacher supports the students to the extent deemed 
necessary. It is important to note that this type of task should only be introduced after the students have mastered a 
sufficient	number	of	BCSs	and	their	respective	vocabularies.	In	this	way,	the	students	will	be	equipped	with	a	base	of	
conceptual knowledge and vocabulary that they can then use to more precisely describe and compare items. This is 
an	exceptional	activity	for	helping	students	learn	to	apply	their	learned	conceptual	knowledge	to	classroom/curriculum	
activities and themes such as in reading, science, social studies, etc. For example, the teacher can guide the students 
in	analyzing	and	describing	the	similarities	and	differences	(comparison)	between	two	or	more	different	stories,	story	
characters, types of plants and animals, historical events, forms of transportation, etc. Examples of tasks involving 
analytic coding that provide students with opportunities for expanded application and learning of basic conceptual 
systems and conceptual vocabulary can be found on the Flash drive that accompanies this program under the heading 
Analytic	Coding	Exercises	–	Expanded	formats,	including	both	Mind	maps	and	Similarities	and	Differences.

T: The	Teacher	shows	the	student	2	objects	or	pictured	items	that	are	similar	in	having	a	“round	shape”	compared	to	
other elements as one of their features and says, 
				“Tell	me	all	the	ways	that	these	two	items	are	similar	and	how	they	are	different.”	OR
				“Are	these	two	items	similar	or	different	in	shape?	How	do	you	know	that?”
S: “They are similar in shape because they both have a round shape.”
T: The teacher continues by asking this question again in relation to other BCSs that are relevant to the two items.
				“Are	these	two	items	similar	or	different	in	...	(	size,	color,	material,	etc.).	How	do	you	know	that?”

It can be helpful for the students to have visual reminders of the language that they should be using in describing 
similarities	and	differences.	Both	small	hand	held	student	versions	as	well	as	full	sheet	table	versions	have	been	effec-
tive . The teacher should model the use of the visuals and precise conceptual language.

They	  are	  
similar	  	  in	  __________	  

because	  
they	  both	  __________	  .	  

They	  are	  
different	  in	  __________	  

because	  	  
one	  is	  _____	  and	  the	  
other	  one	  is	  _____	  .



Home Practice Worksheets 

for 

Lesson 5. Shape - A Round Shape 



TASK 1:
P:  “Here is a penny (coin). This penny has a round 
      shape. Trace around the edge of the picture 
      with your finger.
       What shape does the penny have?” 
C:  “This penny has a round shape.”
P:  “You are absolutely right. 
       Draw a line around this penny.”

TASK 2:
P:  “Here are four different geometric shapes. Point  
     to the one that has a round shape.”
C:  The child points to the correct shape.
P:  “Why did you point at this one?”
C:  “Because it is curved all the way around its edge 
       and has no straight line shapes or corners/angle 
       shapes, so it has a round shape.”
P: “Good looking. 
      Draw a line around that shape.”

TASK 3:
P: “Look at these pictures. Draw a line around 
       the pictures that are similar in having a round 
       shape.”
C:  The child circles the correct pictures.
P:  “Why did you circle these pictures?”
C: “Because they are curved all the way around 
       the edge and have no straight line shapes or 
       corners or angle shapes, so they have a round   
       shape.”
P: “You are absolutely right. I like the way you   
      looked carefully at all of these and saw that only
      these pictures have a round shape.”

2.

3. 4.

1.

2.

4. 5.

1. 3.

6.

We have worked with the basic concept and conceptual system named “round shape”. The students learned that 
when an object has an edge that is curved all the way around and has no straight line shapes or corners , it has a “round
shape”. We use (and want you to use) the term “a round shape” for this type of physical attribute.

The students first learned to identify and say that a specific object had “a round shape”. Next, they learned to identify 
and say that an object has “a round shape” in relation to seeing items with similar types of round shapes and eventually to 
items with different types of round shapes. Then, the students learned to identify and say that objects in a group were similar 
in having “a round shape”, as well as identify objects that had “a round shape” from among larger groups of objects that 
contained both round and non-round shapes. Also we drew items that had a “round shape”. Finally, we looked around the 
classroom and school surroundings to find objects that had “a round shape”. 

In order to help the students integrate this knowledge into their learning, it would be helpful if you, as the Parent (P), 
would work with your child (C) on this home practice activity. Parents, it is important for both of you to have fun in this 
learning experience. Remember to give encouragement throughout this homework lesson.  

Name   Home Practice - Round Shape
Date (Hansen, Morgan 2015)



TASK 4 - Detective Assignment

P: “Go around the room and point out three different objects that have a round shape.” 
       When the child points to an item, it is important that you ask them, 

     “What shape does this (name of item) have?”
C: The child replies: “This (name of item) has a round shape.” 

  Example: “This plastic counter has a round shape.” 

TASK 5 - Drawing Task 

P: “Draw two different things that have a round shape.”
      After the child has finished the drawing, ask, “What did you draw?”
C: The child replies, “ I drew a ... (name of item) and a ... (name of item).”
P: Point to one of the pictures that the child has drawn and ask,

       “What shape does this (name of item) have?”
C: The student replies, “ The (name of item) has a round shape.” 



Analytic Coding Exercises 

focused around the theme of Dolphins 

The following samples of Analytic Coding (AC) 
activities are focused on the theme of a Dolphin. These 
AC activities include a variety of Mind Mapping tasks, 
Comparison (Similarities/Differences Exercises) tasks, 
Information Retelling, Fill-in-the-Blank, True-False 
and Question Answering tasks focused on conceptual 
knowledge and related activities. These are used to 
help students apply the knowledge and skills of 
Analytic Coding to further their learning skills. It 
should be noted that most of these tasks can and have 
been adapted upwards and downwards in skill levels to 
best meet the needs of the cognitive and linguistic 
needs of various students encountered in educational 
settings. We have only included a small sampling of 
what is possible with AC tasks.



Analytic Coding
Mammal: Dolphin
(Mind Map, Question and Expanded formats)

Expanded Analytic coding using conceptual vocabulary from the Basic Conceptual Systems based on the 

work of Anne Svendsen and Andreas Hansen. Adapted by K. Morgan. © 2018.



ACTIVITY 1: PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE
• THE FOLLOWING SLIDE/WORKSHEET CAN BE USED TO HELP

THE STUDENTS BECOME AWARE OF WHAT BASE KNOWLEDGE

OF  DOLPHINS THEY ALREADY HAVE.

• DIRECTIONS: SHOW THE STUDENTS THE FOLLOWING SLIDE AND ASK THEM
THE QUESTION, “WE ARE GOING TO BE LEARNING ABOUT DOLPHINS. WHAT
DO YOU ALREADY KNOW ABOUT DOLPHINS?” SEE WHAT THEY CAN RECALL
WITHOUT THE HELP OF QUESTIONS THAT EVOKE SPECIFIC CONCEPTUAL
KNOWLEDGE (EX. WHAT SIZE IS A DOLPHIN COMPARED TO YOU?).
WRITE/DRAW THE STUDENT ANSWERS ON THE WHITEBOARD AS THEY
RELATE THEM TO YOU.

• THE TEACHER IS FREE TO DESIGN HER/HIS OWN PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE
SLIDE USING THE FORMAT PRESENTED FOR TOPICS THEIR CLASSROOMS
ARE FOCUSED ON.



What do I already know?

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.

Dolphin

Name:



ACTIVITY 2: ANALYTIC CODING USING 
MIND MAPPING

• THE FOLLOWING SLIDES/WORKSHEETS CAN BE USED TO HELP

STUDENTS ANALYZE THE CONCEPT OF DOLPHINS USING THE

PRECISE LANGUAGE OF CONCEPTUAL VOCABULARY.

• DIRECTIONS: PRESENT THE STUDENTS WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SLIDES AND THE
ACCOMPANYING WORKSHEET OF THE SAME SLIDE THAT THEY CAN DRAW/WRITE ON.
SYSTEMATICALLY GO THROUGH THE DIFFERENT QUESTIONS/ELEMENTS OF THE
SLIDE/WORKSHEET, ASKING THE STUDENTS EACH QUESTION AND WRITING THEIR
ANSWERS ON THE WHITEBOARD AS THEY SAY THEM. HAVE THE STUDENTS FILL OUT
THEIR WORKSHEETS AS YOU WRITE THEIR ANSWERS ON THE WHITEBOARD. IT CAN BE
HELPFUL TO STUDENTS TO USE THE WORKSHEETS WITH THE BLANK “NUMBER OF
PARTS” SECTION AND DO A DIRECT DRAW OF A DOLPHIN TO HELP THEM BECOME
AWARE OF AND IDENTIFY THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF A DOLPHIN.

• SEVERAL EXAMPLES AND FORMATS OF MIND MAPS FOR BOTH WHOLE ITEMS AND PARTS
OF ITEMS ARE GIVEN HERE. THE TEACHER IS FREE TO DESIGN HER/HIS OWN MIND
MAPS USING THE FORMATS PRESENTED FOR TOPICS THEIR CLASSROOMS ARE FOCUSED
ON.



2. What Group does it
belong to? A dolphin is a 

kind of …

11. What does it eat for energy?
(Diet)

3. Where does it live?
(Habitat)

4. What Size is it?
(compared to you)

10. How does it move?
(Movement/Speed) 1. Name?

Name:

7. Number of Parts?

5. Temperature?

Warm blooded
Cold blooded

Room Temperature

6. Weight? (compared to you)?

7. What Color(s) does
it have?

8. What Surface Properties does
it have?

9. What  Number of Parts 
does it have?

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.



9. What  Number of
Parts does it have?

7. What Color(s) does
it have?

8. What Surface Properties does
it have?

2. What Group does it
belong to? A dolphin is a 

kind of …

3. Where does it live?
(Habitat)

6. What Size is it?
(compared to you)

Name:

4. What Temperature
does it have?

Warm blooded
Cold blooded

Room Temperature

15. What is its Life cycle and
Lifespan?

11. How does it move?
(Movement/Speed)

13. What Predators does it have?

12. What does it eat for energy?
(Diet)

16. Special Feature?

14. How does it protect itself?

10. What Materials is it
composed of?

5. What is its Weight?
(compared to you)?

1. What is this? (Name)

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.



9. What  Number of
Parts does it have?

7. What Color(s) does
it have?

8. What Surface Properties does
it have?

2. What Group does it
belong to? A dolphin is a 

kind of …

3. Where does it live?
(Habitat)

6. What Size is it?
(compared to you)

Name:

4. What Temperature
does it have?

Warm blooded
Cold blooded

Room Temperature

15. What is its Life cycle and
Lifespan?

11. How does it move?
(Movement/Speed)

13. What Predators does it have?

12. What does it eat for energy?
(Diet)

16. Special Feature?

14. How does it protect itself?

10. What Materials is it
composed of?

5. What is its Weight?
(compared to you)?

1. What is this? (Name)

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.
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Name:

Analytic Coding
Describe a Dolphin using  
vocabulary from the Basic 

and more Complex 
Conceptual Systems and 
their relevant vocabulary.

Group

Habitat (Place)

Temperature

Size (compared to …)

Weight (compared to …)

Color(s) 

Surface Properties

Number of Parts

Materials

Movement/Speed

Diet

Predators

Protection

Life Cycle

Lifespan

(Aquatic) Mammal 

Oceans all over the world except for the Poles, some rivers

Warm blooded

Large in size compared to people (from 5.6 ft to 31 ft.)

Heavy in weight compared to people (from 110 lbs. to 11 short tons)

Greyish blue, black, white, pink

Smooth, rubbery skin, some species with stripes, spots of different sizes, colors, shapes.

Head, trunk, tail, fins, melon, ears, eyes, blowhole, mouth, teeth

Thick Skin, bone, muscle, blood, brain, hair, blubber (fat)

Swims, jumps out of the water

Fish, squid (carnivore)

Sharks, orcas and humans

Rams with nose, lives in pods

Born - “calf”- Adult

Up to 25 years

Dolphin



ACTIVITY 3: RETELLING INFORMATION, 
ANSWERING TRUE-FALSE QUESTIONS AND 

FILL-IN-THE BLANK STORIES USING THE 
MIND MAP

• A.   HAVE THE STUDENTS USE THEIR MIND MAP AS A VEHICLE FOR RETELLING THE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE DOLPHIN (INFORMATIONAL PARAGRAPH). GUIDE THEM THROUGH THE PROCESS BY
HELPING THEM TO START WITH AN OPENING DEFINITION – “A DOLPHIN IS A KIND OF MAMMAL
(AQUATIC MAMMAL) THAT LIVES IN OCEANS AND RIVERS ALL OVER THE WORLD.”, AND THEN RELAY THE
VARIOUS FACTS ABOUT A DOLPHIN IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY FILLED OUT THE MAP.  FOR
STUDENTS WHO FIND THIS EXTREMELY CHALLENGING, THE TEACHER SHOULD USE THE FORMAT OF
THE FILL-IN-THE-BLANK STORY TO FACILITATE THE SENSE OF STORYTELLING, FOLLOWED UP BY HAVING
THEM RETELL THE FACTS IN THE MANNER PRESENTED AT THE BEGINNING.

• B.   A SECOND ACTIVITY TO HELP THE STUDENTS INTEGRATE THE LEARNED INFORMATION INTO THEIR
SYSTEMS IS TO HAVE THEM USE THEIR MIND MAPS TO ANSWER TRUE-FALSE QUESTIONS. FOR EXAMPLE,
THE TEACHER CAN ASK, “IS IT TRUE OR FALSE THAT A DOLPHIN IS A KIND OF FISH?” THE STUDENT WOULD
ANSWER TRUE OR FALSE AS WELL AS GIVE A REASON, “IT IS FALSE BECAUSE A DOLPHIN IS A KIND OF
MAMMAL.”

• C.   THE THIRD ACTIVITY IS DESIGNED FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO ARE JUST BEGINNING TO READ.
HAVE THEM READ AND COMPLETE THE FILL-IN-THE-BLANK STORY FORMATS THAT FOLLOW THE
SEQUENCE OF THE MIND MAPS. THE TEACHER CAN MAKE SIMPLER VERSIONS OF THE INFORMATIONAL
STORIES IF NEEDED



The Dolphin (Fill-in-the-blank)

The Dolphin is a kind of ____________________ that lives in 
(Group) 

_________________________________________________________ .
(Habitat- Place in the World)

It is _______________________, ____________________ in weight and 
(Temperature)  (Weight) 

________________ in size compared to people. 
(Size) 

A Dolphin is ____________________________ in color with _________or 
(Color) (Surface Pattern)

and __________ is covered with ________________________________.
(Surface Pattern)  (Surface Properties)

The Dolphin has ______________________________________________ 
(Number of Parts) 

___________________________________________________________.
(Number of Parts) 

A Dolphin moves _____________ by _____________________________ 
(Speed) (Movement) 

or by _______________________ . 
(Movement) 

A Dolphin’s diet is mainly _______________________________________.
(Diet) 

(Easier read - Use with abbreviated Mind Maps) 



The Dolphin (Answer key to fill-in-the-blank)

The dolphin is a kind of mammal that lives in oceans and rivers 
(Group) (Habitat) 

all over world.
(Habitat) 

It is warm blooded, heavy in weight and large in size compared to 
(Temperature)                        (Weight)                                     (Size)      

people.      

A dolphin can be gray, black, white or pink in color with stripes or spots
(Color)                                                    (Surface Patterns)

and is covered with smooth skin.
(Surface Properties)

The dolphin has a long body, a beak, a fin, 2 flippers, a tail, a blowhole, 
(Number of Parts) 

two eyes, a mouth, sharp teeth and a melon.
(Number of Parts) 

A dolphin moves quickly by swimming or jumping. 
(Speed)                   (Movement)                   (Movement) 

A dolphin’s diet is mainly fish and squid. 
(Diet) 

(Easier read - Use with abbreviated Mind Maps) 



 The Dolphin (Answer key to fill-in-the-blank)   
 
The dolphin is a kind of ____________ that lives in _______________________ all over the 
                                                                                                  (Group)                                                                                                       (Habitat) 

world except in the ________________________________________.              
                                                                                                      (Place in the World) 

It is ______ in size, ______________and ______ in weight compared to people.  
                    (Size)                                          (Temperature)                             (Weight)                                   

A dolphin is ________________________________in color and is covered with __________,  
                                                                                                       (Color)                                                                                                                                                                      
(Surface Properties) 

___________. Some dolphins have _________________of different sizes, colors and shapes. 
  (Surface Properties)                                                                                                  (Surface Properties) 

The dolphin has _____________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                          (Number of Parts)  

________________________________________.    
         (Number of Parts)   

A dolphin moves _______ by __________ and sometimes ___________________________.  
                                                                  (Speed)                              (Movement)                                                                                                               (Movement)  

They use their ______________________________ to help them move through the water.   
                                                                                                     (Special Feature) 

 A dolphin’s diet is mainly _____________________ and it has ________________________.  
                                                                                                                      (Diet)                                                                                                                           
(Special Feature) 

The dolphin’s biggest predators are ______________________, so the dolphin protects itself  
             (Predator) 

protects itself by ______________________ and __________________________________. 
                                                                                            (Protection)                        (Protection) 

When a dolphin is _______ it is call a “______” and can live up to ____ years in the wild.  
                                                                      (Lifecycle)                                                  (Lifecycle)                                                                  
(Lifespan) 

Dolphins make a _____________________ to find their way in the water and _________ to            
                                                                                        (Special Feature)                                                                                                                                                         

(Special Feature) 
each other to communicate. 
                                                                                 
(More difficult read - Use with more complex Mind Maps)  



The Dolphin (Answer key to fill-in-the-blank)

The dolphin is a kind of aquatic mammal that lives in oceans and rivers all over the
(Group) (Habitat)

world except in the Arctic and Antarctic.      
(Habitat, Place in the World)

It is large in size, warm blooded and heavy in weight compared to people. 
(Size)                                  (Temperature)                       (Weight)      

A dolphin is grayish blue, black, white and pink in color and is covered with smooth, 
(Color) (Surface Properties)

rubbery skin. Some dolphins have stripes and spots of different sizes, colors and shapes
(Surface Properties)                                                                        (Surface Pattern)

The dolphin has a round head, long trunk, tail, fins, a melon, ears, eyes, blowhole, thick skin,
(Number of Parts) 

mouth and teeth.
(Number of Parts)  

A dolphin moves quickly by swimming and sometimes jumping out of the water. 
(Speed)                  (Movement)                                            (Movement) 

They use their tail and fins to help them move through the water.  
(Special Feature)

A dolphin’s diet is mainly fish and squid and it has 2 stomachs. 
(Diet)                                      (Special Feature)

The dolphin’s biggest predators are sharks, orcas and humans, so the dolphin protects itself 
(Predator)

by ramming with it’s “nose” and living in pods.
(Protection)

When a dolphin is born it is call a “calf” and can live up to 25 years in the wild. 
(Lifecycle)                               (Lifecycle) (Lifespan)

Dolphins make a clicking sound (echolocation) to find their way in the water and whistle to
(Special Feature) Special Feature)

each other to communicate.
(More difficult read - Use with more complex Mind Maps) 



Dolphin

Group 

Number of Parts

Color

Shape

Position

Place

Size (compared to)

Number

Surface Pattern

Direction

Function/Use

Substance (composition)

Substance (properties)

Gender

Value

Speed

Movement/Power

Living/Non-Living

Lifespan/Time

Life Cycle/Change

Weight (compared to)

Temperature

Taste

Smell/Odor

Sound

Surface Property

Analytic Coding using vocabulary from Basic and Complex Conceptual Systems 

to describe and analyze items.

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.

Name:



ACTIVITY 4: USING ANALYTIC CODING TO 
COMPARE SIMILARITIES & DIFFERENCES
• THE FOLLOWING SLIDES/WORKSHEETS CAN BE USED TO HELP STUDENTS

IDENTIFY AND VERBALIZE THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO
OR MORE ITEMS USING THE PRECISE LANGUAGE OF CONCEPTUAL VOCABULARY.

• DIRECTIONS: FIRST, PRESENT THE STUDENT(S) WITH A COMPARISON SLIDE AND THE ACCOMPANYING PAPER/PENCIL WORKSHEET OF THE 
SAME SLIDE THAT THEY CAN WRITE ON. THIS ACTIVITY CAN BE DONE INDIVIDUALLY OR IN SMALL GROUPS. THEN, SYSTEMATICALLY GO
DOWN THE LIST OF TARGET CONCEPTS PRESENTED VERTICALLY IN THE CENTER OF THE WORKSHEET, ASKING THE STUDENT(S) IF THE 2
PICTURED ITEMS ARE SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT IN TERMS OF EACH SPECIFIC CONCEPT. THE STUDENT(S) THEN VERBALLY RELATE WHETHER THE 
2 ITEMS ARE SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT IN RELATION TO A SPECIFIC CONCEPT, USING PRECISE CONCEPTUAL VOCABULARY TO EXPRESS
WHETHER THE ITEMS ARE SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT ACROSS THAT SPECIFIC CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM AND THE SPECIFIC REASON THAT THEY 
THINK THEY ARE SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT. THE STUDENTS THEN CIRCLE OR DRAW A LINE THROUGH THE TARGET CONCEPT WORD
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THE 2 ITEMS ARE SIMILAR (CIRCLE) OR DIFFERENT (DRAW A LINE THROUGH) IN TERMS OF THIS CONCEPT. THIS
WOULD CONTINUE UNTIL ALL OF THE TARGETED CONCEPTS ARE DISCUSSED AND MARKED.

• FOR EXAMPLE, USING THE EXAMPLE OF THE DOLPHIN / ELEPHANT COMPARISON  WORKSHEET, THE TEACHER ASKS THE STUDENT(S), “ARE A
DOLPHIN AND AN ELEPHANT SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT IN THE GROUP THAT THEY BELONG TO?”  THE TEACHER THEN GUIDES THE STUDENT(S) IN
DISCUSSION TO DISCOVER THAT THE 2 ITEMS ARE SIMILAR IN GROUP BECAUSE THEY ARE BOTH A KIND OF MAMMAL. THE TEACHER THEN
ASKS THE QUESTION AGAIN AND THE STUDENT(S) USE PRECISE CONCEPTUAL LANGUAGE TO ANSWER, VERBALIZING THAT THE ITEMS ARE 
SIMILAR ACROSS THAT SPECIFIC CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM (EX. “THEY ARE SIMILAR IN GROUP …”) AND THE SPECIFIC REASON THAT THEY BELIEVE 
THEY ARE SIMILAR (EX.” … BECAUSE THEY ARE BOTH A KIND OF MAMMAL.”). THE STUDENT(S) WOULD THEN CIRCLE THE TERM “GROUP” AFTER
SAYING THAT THEY ARE SIMILAR IN GROUP (EX.” THEY ARE SIMILAR IN GROUP BECAUSE THEY ARE BOTH A KIND OF MAMMAL.”)

• CONVERSELY, CONTINUING WITH THE USE OF THE DOLPHIN / ELEPHANT COMPARISON  WORKSHEET, THE TEACHER ASKS THE STUDENT(S),
“ARE A DOLPHIN AND AN ELEPHANT SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT IN SIZE?” THE TEACHER THEN GUIDES THE STUDENT(S) IN DISCUSSION TO DISCOVER
THAT THE 2 ITEMS ARE DIFFERENT IN SIZE BECAUSE A DOLPHIN IS SMALL IN SIZE COMPARED TO AN ELEPHANT. THE TEACHER THEN ASKS THE 
QUESTION AGAIN AND THE STUDENT(S) USE PRECISE CONCEPTUAL LANGUAGE TO ANSWER, VERBALIZING THAT THE ITEMS ARE DIFFERENT
ACROSS THAT SPECIFIC CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM (EX. “THEY ARE DIFFERENT IN SIZE…”) AND THE SPECIFIC REASON THAT THEY BELIEVE THEY ARE 
DIFFERENT (EX.” … BECAUSE A DOLPHIN IS SMALL IN SIZE COMPARED TO AN ELEPHANT.”). THE STUDENT(S) WOULD THEN DRAW A LINE 
THROUGH THE TERM “SIZE” AFTER SAYING THAT THEY ARE DIFFERENT IN SIZE (EX. THEY ARE DIFFERENT IN SIZE BECAUSE A DOLPHIN IS SMALL
IN SIZE COMPARED TO AN ELEPHANT.”)

• SEVERAL EXAMPLES AND FORMATS OF COMPARISON WORKSHEETS FOR BOTH WHOLE ITEMS AND PARTS OF ITEMS ARE GIVEN HERE. THE 
TEACHER IS FREE TO DESIGN HER/HIS OWN WORKSHEETS USING THE FORMATS PRESENTED FOR TOPICS THEIR CLASSROOMS ARE FOCUSED
ON.



Elephant

Similarities &
Differences

Circle the words in 
which the two items 

are similar. 
Draw a line thru the 

words in which the two 
items are different.

.
Group

Habitat (Place)

Temperature

Size (compared to …)

Weight (compared to …)

Color(s) 

Surface Properties

Number of Parts

Materials

Movement/Speed

Diet

Predators

Protection

Life Cycle

Lifespan

Name:
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Dolphin



Similarities &
Differences

Circle the words in 
which the two items 

are similar. 
Draw a line thru the 

words in which the two 
items are different.

.

Group

Habitat (Place)

Temperature

Size (compared to …)

Weight (compared to …)

Color(s) 

Surface Properties

Number of Parts

Materials

Movement/Speed

Diet

Predators

Protection

Life Cycle

Lifespan

Elephant

Terrestrial (land)Mammal, wild animal

Africa, Asia - Savannahs, forests

Warm blooded

Large in size compared to a dolphin

Heavy in weight compared to to a dolphin

Grey, black, brown

Wrinkly skin, stiff  hairs

Head, body, trunk, tusks, 4 legs, 2 eyes

Skin, bone, muscle, blood, brain, ivory

Walks, runs - slow and fast

Plants (Herbivore)

Lions, tigers, hyenas

Herd, strong trunk and tusks

Born - “Calf” – Adult

Up t0 70 years

Name:

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.

(Aquatic/Marine) Mammal, wild animal

Oceans, some rivers

Warm blooded

Smaller in size compared to an elephant

Lighter in weight compared to elephant

Greyish blue, black, white, pink

Smooth, rubbery skin, stripes, spots

Head, trunk, tail, fins, melon, …

Thick Skin, blubber (fat), bone, muscle … 

Swims, jumps out of the water

Fish, squid (carnivore)

Sharks, orcas and humans

Rams with nose, lives in pods

Born - “calf”- Adult

Up to 25 years (females up to 50)

Dolphin



Shark

Similarities &
Differences

Circle the words in 
which the two items 

are similar. 
Draw a line thru the 

words in which the two 
items are different.

.
Group

Habitat (Place)

Temperature

Size (compared to …)

Weight (compared to …)

Color(s) 

Surface Properties

Number of Parts

Materials

Movement/Speed

Diet

Predators

Protection

Life Cycle

Lifespan

Name:
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Dolphin



Similarities &
Differences

Circle the words in 
which the two items 

are similar. 
Draw a line thru the 

words in which the two 
items are different.

.

Group

Habitat (Place)

Temperature

Size (compared to …)

Weight (compared to …)

Color(s) 

Surface Properties

Number of Parts

Materials

Movement/Speed

Diet

Predators

Protection

Life Cycle

Lifespan

Blue Shark
Name:

© 2018 A. Hansen, A. Svendsen, K. Morgan.

Fish

Oceans

Cold blooded

Similar in size compared to a dolphin 

Similar in weight compared to a dolphin

Black, grey/blue, white, solid color

Rough skin

Head, body, fins, tail, gills, 2 eyes

Skin, cartilage, muscle, blood

Swims using its tail and fins

Fish, squid

Orca, octopus

Bites

Egg (inside the mom) – “Pup” – Adult

Up to 20 years 

(Aquatic/Marine) Mammal, wild animal

Oceans, some rivers

Warm blooded

Similar in size compared to a shark

Similar in weight compared to a shark

Greyish blue, black, white, pink

Smooth, rubbery skin, stripes, spots

Head, trunk, tail, fins, melon, …

Skin, blubber (fat), bone, muscle, blood

Swims, jumps out of the water

Fish, squid (carnivore)

Sharks, orcas and humans

Rams with nose, lives in pods

Born - “calf”- Adult

Up to 25 years (females up to 50)

Dolphin



ACTIVITY 5: ANSWERING QUESTIONS 
AND DESCRIBING ITEMS USING 

ANALYTIC CODING
• THE FOLLOWING SLIDES/WORKSHEETS CAN BE USED TO HELP

STUDENTS ANSWER QUESTIONS  AND VERBALIZE  DESCRIPTIONS OF
ITEMS USING THE PRECISE LANGUAGE OF CONCEPTUAL VOCABULARY.

Directions: First, present the student(s) with one of the five 
question/describing slides and the accompanying paper/pencil worksheet of 
the same slide that they can fill in. This activity can be done individually or in 
small groups. Then, systematically go down the list of target concepts 
presented vertically in the two columns of the worksheet asking:

1. … what (Conceptual System) does the item belong to or demonstrate (AC
Categories slide).

2. … the student(s) to fill-in the missing conceptual information (Fill-in-the-
Blank AC Questions slide).

3. … the student to provide conceptual knowledge by answering AC Questions
framed with Wh question words (Answering AC Questions slides)



☐ A dolphin is a kind of …

☐ A dolphin lives in …

☐ A dolphin is _____ in temperature

☐ Compared to me, it is _____ in size

☐ Compared to me, it is _____ in weight

☐ A dolphin has … (parts)

☐ A dolphin can have the colors … 

☐ A dolphin is covered with …

☐ A dolphin moves by …

☐ A dolphin eats …

☐ A dolphin is made of …

☐ A dolphin’s predators are …

☐ A dolphin protects itself by …

☐ The life cycle of a dolphin is …

☐ A dolphin can live up to _____ years
Fill-in-the-Blank AC Questions

Finish these statements about Dolphins using 
precise conceptual vocabulary



Answer these questions about a Dolphin using precise 
conceptual vocabulary

☐ What Group is a dolphin a part of?

☐ Where do dolphins live?

☐ What temperature is a dolphin?

☐ What size is a dolphin compared to you?

☐ What weight is a dolphin compared to you?

☐ What parts does a dolphin have?

☐ What colors can a dolphin be?

☐ What is a dolphin covered with?

☐ How does a dolphin move?

☐ What does a dolphin eat?

☐ What is a dolphin made of?

☐ What predators does a dolphin have?

☐ How does a dolphin protect itself?

☐ What is the lifecycle of a dolphin?

☐ How long does a dolphin live?
Answering AC Questions



Answering AC Questions related
to Similarities

☐ What is similar in Group to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Habitat to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Temperature to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Size to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Weight to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Parts to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Color to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Surface Properties to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Movement to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Diet to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Materials to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Predators to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Protection to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Life Cycle to a dolphin?

☐ What is similar in Lifespan to a dolphin?

Answer these questions about items that are similar to a
dolphin using precise conceptual vocabulary



Answering AC Questions

☐ What Group is a Dolphin a part of? Tell me

something that is similar in Group to a Dolphin?

☐ Who do dolphins live? Tell me something that is

similar in Habitat to a dolphin?

☐ What Temperature is a dolphin? Tell me something

that is similar in temperature to a dolphin?

☐ What Sze is a dolphin compared to you? Tell me

something that is similar in Size to a dolphin?

☐ What Weight is a dolphin compared to you? Tell

me something that is similar in Weight to a dolphin?

☐ What parts does a dolphin have? Tell me something

that is similar in Parts to a dolphin?

☐ What colors can a dolphin be? Tell me something

that is similar in Color(s) to a dolphin?

☐ What is the Surface of a dolphin like? Tell me something

that is similar in Surface Properties to a dolphin?

☐ How does a dolphin Move? Tell me something that is similar

in movement to a dolphin?

☐ What does a dolphin eat? Tell me something that is similar

in Diet to a dolphin?

☐ What is a dolphin made out of? Tell me something that is

similar in Materials to a dolphin?

☐ What predators does a dolphin have? Tell me something

that is similar in Predators to a dolphin?

☐ How does a dolphin protect itself? Tell me something that is

similar to a dolphin in how it protects itself?

☐ What is the Lifecycle of a dolphin? Tell me something that is

similar in Lifecycle to a dolphin?

☐ What is the Lifespan of a dolphin? Tell me something that is

similar in Lifespan to a dolphin?

Answer these questions about Dolphins and items that 
are similar to it using precise conceptual vocabulary



BSC Poster No. 1 

Color, Shape, Position, Place, Size



Most commonly used Basic Conceptual Systems 
and examples of their Basic Concepts

Color Shape Position Place Size

small/large

tall/short

long/short

red

yellow blue

orange

green purple

white

black brown

round

4-sided

curved 
line

straight 
line

angle

on

under

between

beside

first 
place

last 
place

to the 
left

to the 
right

vertical

horizontal

diagonal

A. Hansen, A. Svendsen 2013, Updated K. Morgan 2018

triangle

sphere cube cone 

Group 1

and more ... and more ...and more ...and more ... and more ...



Inventory of Basic Conceptual Systems and 
examples of their Basic Concepts (Abbreviated version)

1. Color:
Red, blue, yellow, etc.

2. Shape:
Linear shapes: straight line, bowed or curved line, 
angular. 
Surface shapes (2D): round, triangular, four-sided, etc. 
Spatial shapes (3D): spherical, cubic, prismic, 
cylindrical, etc. 
Shapes named according to the look of the object: egg 
shape, heart shape, star shape, (crescent) moon shape, 
etc.

3. Position:
Vertical, horizontal, diagonal, sitting, kneeling, lying, 
etc.

4. *Place:
Spatial placement - Placed on, under, at, over, beside/
next to, to the left/right of …etc. 
Linear placement - Placed first, second, behind, be-
tween, in front of, etc. in a sequence/series etc..

5. *Size(s):
1-dimensional, 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional
sizes in relation to …, and their units of measurement.
(E.g. for line sizes: large/small, larger /smaller, etc., in
length, in height, in width, in depth in relation to …),
etc.

6. Direction:
From the left to the right, from the right to the left, up/
upwards, down/downwards, etc.

7. *Number:
Small/large etc. number in relation to…, etc. Number 
of ones, of tens, to increase/decrease numbers etc. 
(Also exact numerals symbolizing numbers).

8. Sound/speech sounds -
phoneme:
General sounds in the environment. Speech/letter 
sounds: /a/, /f/, /g/, etc.

9. Surface Pattern:
Dotted/spotted, striped, checkered, flowered, etc.

10. Use or function:
To drink from, to sit on, to write with, etc.

11. Substance/Material:
Wood, glass, metal, plastic, leather, paper, etc.

12. Surface Attributes:
Smooth, rough, glossy, matt, painted, etc.

13. Attributes of a
Substance/Material:
Hard, soft, elastic, firm, etc.

14. *Weight:
Large/heavy, small/light in weight in relation to…, etc. 
Also precise measures of weight.

15. *Temperature:
Cold, warm, boiling hot temperature, freezing cold 
temperature, exact temperatures, etc.

16. Smell:
Nice/pleasant, unpleasant, the smell of different 
foods, etc.

17. Taste:
Sour, sweet, bitter, the taste of apple, the taste of 
apple orangee, the taste of apple meat, etc.

18. Time:
Long amount of time, short amount of time, exact 
measures of time, etc.

19. Change in … :
Color, shape, position, etc.

20. Speed/Movement:
Fast in speed, slow in speed, exact measures of speed, 
etc.

21. *Value:
High value, low value, monetary value, sentimental 
value, etc.

22. Gender:
Male, female.

23. Living state:
Living thing, not a living thing, dead (lifeless).

* these Basic Conceptual Systems contain Relative Concepts in that they concern the relationship between two or more items in terms of conceptual properties.A. Hansen, K. Morgan 2018



Speech Sound and Letter Training 

Worksheet for “b” 



Name   Home Practice - Speech Sound & Letter Training: b 
Date (Hansen, Koppen, Svendsen, Morgan 2013)

1. Tell me the names of the pictures you see here?
• Draw a circle around those pictures that start with the speech sound /b/.

2. Draw two things that start with the speech sound /b/.



3. • Describe the different parts of the letter b.
• Now, trace each letter b with your finger while you say:

“ letter b ” -  sound /b/ (the speech sound) - “ bear ”
• Trace each letter b with a different color crayon or marker and say the speech
  sound /b/ as you trace it.

4. Draw a circle around each letter b that you find and say the speech sound /b/ as
       you circle it. (Note: This is not a reading task.)

    The big bear went by.
Tom wi l l  br ing i t  back.
Ben has big ears.
Be there before f ive.

b b b b b

ba be bi bo bu

5. Say or read the row of syllables aloud with an adult 3 times.
• Move your finger along under each letter as you say/read the syllables.

Remember to say the speech sounds without stopping between the sounds
in order to hear what the syllable says.

• Point to and say/read the syllables aloud to yourself 3 times, if you can.
• Do any of these syllables make a real word that means something?



Letter description and pronunciation guide 

sheet for the letter “a” 



The letter (grapheme) “a” and the speech sound (phoneme) short vowel / a / 

Examples of the speech sound short vowel / a / in first place in a word: ant, apple, alligator. 
Syllables: ba, ca, da, fa, ga, ha, ja, la, ma, na, pa, ra, sa, ta, va, wa, ya, za. 

Analysis of the pronunciation of the speech sound (phoneme) short vowel / a /: 
We say it, see it, feel it in the mouth and hear it. 

• What do we do with our lips when we make the sound / a /?
The lips are slightly apart when we say / a /.

• Where and how is the tongue/the tip of tongue placed?
The tongue tip rests behind the lower teeth and the tongue
blade is slightly tense and lies relatively flat on the bottom of
the mouth.

• Do we make the sound / a / using our voice or without our
voice?
We make the sound using our voice.

• Does the air go through the mouth or through the nose?
The air goes through the mouth.

• Is the speech sound / a / short or long in time?
The speech sound / a / is long in time.

      Note: The letter “a” can also be pronounced as the speech 
     sound long vowel /a/. See next page for an analysis of the 

 pronunciation of the speech sound (phoneme) long vowel / a /. 

Analysis of the letter (grapheme) “a”:  
We see it, trace it, describe it and write it. 

• How many parts is the letter “a” made of?
The letter “a” is made of two parts.

• What shape do Part 1 and Part 2 have?
Part 1 has a round shape and Part 2 has a straight-line shape.

• What position is Part 2 in in relation to the line?
Part 2 is in a vertical position.

• What place do Part 1 and Part 2 have in relation to the each other 
on the line?
Part 1 is placed to the left of Part 2 on the line .
Part 2 is placed to the right of Part 1 on the line .

• What height does the letter “a” have in relation to the line?
The letter “a” is short in relation to the line. 

• What speech sound is the letter “a” a symbol for?
Or, what speech sound does the letter “a” stand for?
The letter “a” can stand for either the speech sound short vowel /a/ as described above, or the
speech sound long vowel /a/ described on the following page.

Letter description summary: 

The letter “a” is made of 2 parts. Part 1 has a round shape, is short in height and is placed on 
the line to the left of Part 2. Part 2 has a straight line shape in a vertical position, that is short in 

      height and is placed on the line to the right of Part 1. 

!
!

a 

a
o

a 
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